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Ftllwrtin the bouncing mil 
Karaoke gives students something to 
sing about. If ■ N(* 13 SMI Ntllywtti-esw beau The Sad Lives of Hollywood Lovers rocks Mainstreet Bar and Grill in its first-ever live performance. • ■ Pit* 17 takes demolish Lafayette The lacrosse team crushed Lafayette College 20-1 in the Dukes' season opener Saturday al Bridgeforth Stadium. 
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Glenside gets green light 
New apartment complex could add extra congestion 
BY KHALIL QAMIOTT        in the Feb. 13 Harrisonburg The 60-unit development     Neu*-Record. Expecting each     been established. G KKIOI I 
news editor 
Adding to .in llrttdj 
congested and noisy area of 
Harrisonburg, I new apart 
ment complex recently was 
given the green light bv 
City planners 
Glenside Apartment 
Complex was unanimously 
approved by the 
Harrisonbu rg Planning 
Commission Feb. 12 
Commissioner Robert Stoere 
abstained for personal rea- 
sons, according bo m article 
Daily News-Record. Steere, 
who had questioned the 
entnuement of occupancy 
limits in the new complex on 
Divan I-ane, said he thinks 
the new complex could bring, 
mom noise and traffic t.> an 
UN "I town that already has 
plenty of both. 
(Un lously, any new con- 
struction should carefully con- 
sider the possibility of creating 
even more congestion in an 
already-congested area," JMU 
Protidtnt Linwood Rose Mid, 
was approved in 1998, when 
the number of occupants was 
mitialK slated for 120 — two 
in each n-sidence — the pro- 
posed amount of tenants. The 
developmental.plan .was orig 
inaljii»appn>ved in 1976, when 
the area of land was technical- 
ly under the junsdiction of 
Rockingham County. The land 
now belongs to the city of 
Harrisonburg. 
Students often violate the 
city's mandated occupancy 
limitations, Steere said in the 
ws
tenant in every bedroom to 
have signed a lease is not real- 
istic he added. 
Glenside will be built 
across from Greenbriar Drive, 
near Ashby Crossing and par- 
allel to Devon l^ne. Its pro- 
posed location is very close to 
the JMU campus, as well as fl 
strip of Port Republic Road 
known for its congestion and 
potential for accidents, the 
News-Record reported. 
Construction has yet to begin, 
and no completion date has 
 st lis . 
Harrisonburg planning 
commissioner Debra Stevens 
said she thinks increased traf- 
fic flow could be problematic 
"That intersection at 
Devon l.ane and Port 
Republic (Road), which is 
already a nightmare, is going 
to get worse." Stevens said in 
the News-Record. 
Rose, who lives on the 900 
block of Oak Hill Drive, said 
the Port Republic Road area is 
see COMPl£X, page 5 
Sept. 11 
memorial 
chosen as 
senior gift 
BY SARAH SHAHMOKADIAN 
staff writer 
The Student Government 
Association and the Senior 
Class Challenge .in teaming 
up to work on the annual sen- 
ior class gift, which will com- 
memorate those killed in the 
Sept. 11,2001, attacks. 
The gift, a plaza, will be 
located in front of the I*eolou 
Alumni Center by the College 
Center, it will have four trees 
and plaques for the JMU alum- 
ni and family lost in the World 
Trade Center attack: Matthew 
Douglas Horning ('97) and 
Craig M. Blass ('%) as well as 
another student and parent 
whose names were not known 
by SGA President Levar 
Stoney or Alumni Center direc- 
tor Justin Thompson. 
"In terms of SGA being 
involved with such an effort, I'd 
have to say this is a first," 
Thompson said. 
Each year, the senior class 
raises money to give a gift back 
to the school. "In 2000, it was a 
World War II memorial patio 
with 600 bricks with graduating 
seniors' names on them," 
Stonev said. "This year, it's 
going to be a |Sept. 11, 2001,] 
memorial plaza." 
According to Thompson, 
this year, the senior class 
thought a "living" memorial 
would be a more appropriate 
idea. "They wanted something 
that would bring life to the 
memorial, symbolically. That's 
the reason tor the trees. And 
they also wanted to connect it 
to the alumni center to link it to 
the .ilumni who died 
Stoney said the SGA's pur- 
pose lies more in the idea of the 
memorial representing 2003's 
SGA. "We want to leave our 
mark here on the university, and 
this was an excellent way to do 
see GIFT, page 5 
e. 
Fair provides opportunities 
Proceed with 
caution before 
fun in the sun 
BY LUCIA LODATO 
senior writer 
Few students want to return 
from Spring Break without the 
signature tan, a prized souvenir 
from the week spent lounging 
under the sun — a far cry from 
the mounds of snow still piled 
in Harrisonburg. 
However, due to the dam- 
aging effects of the sun. stu- 
dents of all shades ant! 
need to proceed with caution 
during their week of fun in the 
sun and remember to pack 
their sunscreen. 
About 1 million new skin 
cancers are diagnosed each year 
in the United States, and about 
half of all new cancers are skin 
cancers, according to the 
American Academy of 
Dermatology's Web site, 
uww.1urf.0rg. 
According to the Skin Cancer 
Foundation Web site, unmoskin- 
amcerxng, "More than MO penrnt 
of all skin cancers are the result 
of exposure to the ultraviolet 
radiation of the sun " 
The Skin 
Foundation recommends lim- 
iting one's exposure to the sun, 
SOIMIK.IIIY during thahouit of 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., when the sun 
is at its peak for harmful ultra- 
violet radiation 
seeSUNSCKEBN.pagrS 
BY STEPHKN ATWELL 
staff writer 
The ninth annual JMU 
Internship Fair, held Thursday 
at the College Center, featured 
recruiters pmviding informa- 
tion, with each table having 
large displays to attract interest. 
The fair lasted from 9 a.m. to 
•1:50 p.m. and included national 
recruiters from 28 companies. 
Almost all the positions offered 
were paid summer internships. 
Miulents met the various repre- 
senlatives in the morning, and 
in the afternoon, time was 
reserved for interviews. 
"We have had gre.it -m 
cess recruiting students from 
this internship program, hav- 
ing them be very successful in 
their internships and convert- 
ing a lot of those individuals 
to full-time management 
opportunities when they 
graduate," said Kristen 
Murphy, a national recruiter 
for Marriott International. 
Due to Thursday's 
inclement weather, 16 of the 44 
scheduled companies canceled. 
As a result, event planners 
were collecting resumes that 
would  be  delivered   to  the 
absent companies. 
Some representatives 
attending included those from 
Marriott International, Ryan 
Homes, Target. Guest Services, 
the U.S. Marine Corps and 
JMU's International 
Internship office. 
Among the companies 
unable to be present were 
Johnson Lambert & Co., 
CitiGroup Credit Services, Inc. 
and Crate & Barrel. 
"I am glad that I went to 
experience the atmosphere," 
see INTERNSHIPS pag' 5 
Rocking the night away 
DAVE KIMhrwr /**.*>.»*•. 
Tony Amata, left, Is a member of "Five Word*," a band from Hampton Roads that 
played during the second annual Dance-A-Thon, hosted by Alpha Phi Omega and Delta 
Sigma PI Saturday. All proceed, from the event went to the American Cancer Society. 
DAVE KlM/vniiir phmvtmphtr 
Junior Emily Orrell, right, talks with one of the representatives 
during the Internship Fair Thursday In the College Center. 
Despite freeze, two 
profs travel abroad 
BY BRETT MOLLTON 
staff writer 
Despite a recent traveling 
freeze tor JMU faculty and staff, 
two professors still were able to 
perform job-related duties 
across the globe. 
Economics professor J. 
Barkley Rosser Jr. traveled to 
France, Denmark, Japan, Italy, 
Netherlands and Finland last 
fall Physics professor Jon Staib 
traveled to Arizona and New 
Mexico last fall. 
Rosser's trip to Paris was 
funded by JMU, through funds 
approved before the travel 
freeze. Staib said his trip was 
covered by the JMU 
Foundation, which receives 
gifts and grants that may be 
used for travel. 
According to Fred Hilton, 
director of university relations, 
on Aug. 20,2002, JMU ordered a 
moratorium on travel as part of 
tevtnj budget-cutting  meas- 
ures. He said the action was 
taken because of reductions in 
state funds available to colleges 
and universities. The moratori- 
um on travel affected discre- 
tionary travel by faculty and 
staff, primarily travel to confer- 
ences, seminars, conventions 
and workshops, he said. 
The freeze has now been 
completely lifted, according to 
Doug Brown, provost and sen- 
ior vice president of academic 
affairs. Some travel met an 
exception of being an "educa- 
tional leave" and not "discre- 
tionary travel," he said. "The 
moratorium on discretionary 
travel for faculty was lifted in 
stages starting in December 
|2002] and was never intended 
to cover all travel, only discre- 
tionary travel. Thus, education- 
al leaves were exempted." 
Brown said. 
set TRAVEL, w 6 
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR 
MONDAY, MARCH 3 
• rheJMl lauBand will parfonn at 8 p.m. in Wilson Hall. 
rhcra i* .i ^2 admiaBkxi fee .it tin- dimr md it i> open to the 
public   Foi mOOi inl.irm.ilinn call xH-3481. 
TUESDAY, MARCH 4 
• I he I iMong I taming Institute will host "The Politics of 
inagement' in Anthony Eksterowkz from 11:30 a.m. 
t»> 1245 n m In Modular Builtfing nM>m 12^ TMl rwnt || 
pan* <»f tin1 Brown B,IK livturv series. For more information 
call KoM-iii.nif Pahnef at *8-2923. 
• Visiting ichoUlf Anthony B. P.ilsetti will give a lecture on 
I otenflH Anthropology .nut Death Investigation: Individual 
I MM to \1.isv l ,ii,ilit\ hi idents" at 5 p.m. in ISAT room 
159 For mom infbrnutfam call Cindi Dixonat xft-6472. 
• i anterfour) I piscopal Campus Ministry will host its 
annual Shrove lUetoai Pancake Supper at 995 S. Main St. 
(on the corner acrOM the street from the Quad and Buffalo 
Wild Wings) All yon can <Mt pan.akes will he MTVtd 
starting at '• p.m. 
• Students for I Fret Tibet will hold its weekly meeting 
at 7:30 p m. In Maun, Hall room 204. For more informa- 
tion e-mail morrfsmr. 
• UREC will sponsor .i synchronized swimming «Inn. it ^ 
p.m. in theURKC pool, this is .i passport event and pafrJd- 
Fants must register .it the l RE*  information desk by today 
or more information call Brooke Thompson ,it x8-8/14 or 
visit www.jmu.edu/n'i (I 
• The JMU Brass Band will perform .it S pjfi in Wilson Mall 
There is a $2 admission fee at the door and it is open to the 
public. For more information call \S-"VtHl 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5 
• Visiting scholar Richard C. Little will eiye S lecture on 
"Multi-Hazard Approach for Protecting Uitii al 
Infrastructure" at 4 p.m. in HHS 1301. For more information 
call Cindi Dixon at x8-6472. 
• The Women's Resource Center will sponsor "Celebrating 
the Art of Diversity of Women through the Art ot I VJI 
at 7 p.m. in Grafton-Stovall Theatre. For more Information call 
at Kristin Hartley at x8-3407 or visit x<iciri>mi..'iiuhi\>mt'«-ic 
source. 
• Brian Austin and James McHone (ewelr) are sponsoring 
"Senior Night" at the Artful Dodger. Cash prizes and fewdrj 
will be given away throughout the night, starting at 7 p.m 
Senior class mugs'will be sold all watt at the Artful Dodgei 
and James McHone Jewelry. 
POLICE LOG WEATHER 
BY SIHROS BI FAKM I 
polict log reporter 
v«fcl««6ervice Building were stolen Today Three JMU students reporuU4IV|«|ul^ 
larceny ol bookbags from tmAftBl Feb benveijf Bet. 1', 2002 and Feb  1. > Sunny 
24 between 3 10 and 3.30 p.m. The bags High 34 Low 21 
contained a cell phone, camera, text- A JMO student reported the larceny ol a 
books and other miscellaneous items. parking decal 'raft a vehicle in C-l lot High Low 
In other matters, campus police feoort 
the following: 
between Feb  18 pnti Feb. 23 Tuesday Mostly Cloudy 49 45 
Number of drunk ip public charges since 
,mAua. 26   88 Wednesday Showers 45 27 
Petty Larceny 
It was reported that approWiately 30 f 
lolding tables trom a break item in tbsj 
Thursday Partly Cloudy 44 34 
Friday Showers 56 43 
MARKET WATCH 
AsofdoseonFndey February 2B 2003 
i DOW JONES    a AMEX 
2.43 t 2.59 f 
close 2.20040 dose: 830 63 
LOG S«P! NASDAQ           ■ i00            i 
3.87 f 13.58 f 
( lOSfl 1.337 52 dose 841.15 
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and NOT 
just online 
London $283 
Paris $264 
Rome $354 
Riode Janeiro.$488 
Fare Is roundlrip from Washington DC   Subject to chenga and availability   Tax not included   Restriction! and 
blackouts apply. 
(800) 554.7547 
-•* Ski & Skate 
Your spring break 
HEADQUARTERS! 
The area's only <^>£t/Ee€^ dealer! 
Over 300 sunglasses in stock! 
OAKLEY    DRAGON    SPY    SMITH 
&■ 433-7201 &1 
Come Down For sQ 
>», 
nment 
Huge Sandwich Menu 
Vegetarian Dishes 
Pizza 
Crablegs and Shrimp 
Hotdogs 
Wings- 25«rj.jch Mon&Thurs 
Salads 
.    Pastas 
^^r I   Steaks 
&    J   Homemade Soups 
f     *M  Only Haw Bar In Harrlionburj 
'     JW    Catering Available 
Sunday Bruidi II ajiv-1p.m. h 
v C^ ™ Water Si htamsonburf Wert.llam.2am 433-9874 *nnu 
SEAFOOD BAR & GRILL 
NEWS I Alley attack UVa. sludenl body presiden- tial candidate falls victim to racial violence. see story Mew 
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"The best advice is to work 
with a reputable travel agent 
or tour company." 
JULIE WHEELER 
president and CEO, Western 
Virginia Better Business Bureau 
Reality check 
MORGAN RFJHIJifttf'pAnlwqpfcrr 
Students watch an educational video during a One In Four presentation Wednesday on how to help a sexual assault survivor. According to the One 
In Four Web site, www.tmu.edu/orgs/onelnlour, "The all-male group presents the men's program to all-mate groups around campus and In the 
Harrlsonburg community. If you would like to schedule a presentation, please contact graduate student Dave Ross at onelnfoureimu.edu. 
Students offer tax Spring Breakers beware 
filing assistance 
BY JKNNIKKK MII.I IK 
contributing writtr 
With the help of 17 )MU vol- 
unteers, many elderly, migrant 
and low-income citizens are able 
to receive free lax preparation. 
The free tax service pmgram 
in Harrisonburg has been avail- 
able for the past 10 years with 
the help of many volunteers, 
mostly retired pnifessionals 
Last year Ronald J. Cereola, 
assistant professor of hospitality 
and tourism management. ttxik 
over the position of site COORU- 
nator and, tor the first lime. 
added student volunteers. 
"I thought that the addition 
of JMU students to the volun- 
teer pool would enable us to 
greatly extend our reach intp 
the community, provide JMU 
students the opportunity to 
make a llgnjflcsnl and positive 
contribution to Harrisonburg, 
while at the same time gaining 
valuable hands-on experience 
in their chosen career field ' 
Cereola said. 
Jointly sponsored by the 
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance 
program, the Internal Revenue 
i.r and the Aid Association 
for Retired Persons, the program 
provides DM lax preparation 
services at Harrisonburg's 
Blessed Sacrament Catholic- 
Church every Wednesday, 
Thursday and Saturday from 9 
a.m. to 12 JO p.m. until Apnl 15 
Students have the opportu- 
nity to earn three accounting 
independent study credits after 
completing the training course 
and volunteering three hours a 
week through April 15, accord- 
ing to Cereola. 
Non-student volunteers 
have been impressed with the 
students' ability and effort with 
this program. "1 think the stu 
dents are doing a really good 
job," Harrisonburg volunteer 
George Cross said. "They are 
getting credit for it, but 
nonetheless they're doing 
excellent work With little or no 
-.6- 
/ think the students are 
doing a really good 
job... they're doing 
excellent work. 
— George Cross 
Himsonhurg resident 
99 
Rising danger of travel fraud stems caution 
tax experience, they have good 
computer skills that have realh 
helped them nut 
While some volunteers 
choose to file the tax returns by 
hand, most use a computer 
software program npwMi 
doing any type ol individual 
return, from the simplest to the 
most complex. Volunteers will 
file both slate and federal 
returns, but thev are not able 
to do overly complicated 
returns, Cereola stjd 
"Depending on the person, it 
usually lakes about 20 to 30 
minutes t.> tile their tax return*, 
junior Brian Rainey said 
"Usually time is spent asking 
Ihem questions and determin- 
ing their status ' 
Tax preparation services 
typically cost about no less 
than SlIKI or more per return. 
Last year the program pre- 
pared about 475 tax returns, 
and 1°5 returns have been pre- 
pared so far this year. "Think 
about the math Involved 
1 cuola said. "At an average ol 
$100 per return, I figure last 
year we saved approximateK 
$4,750 for people who am I.I 
now use the filing fee they 
would have to pay for MOM 
sary items like hxid, clothing, 
shelter i t. 
Ihese VOhinUeri are not 
only saving taxpayers hun- 
dreds of dollars, but thev lie 
BY- KYRA PAPAI II. 
assistant news editor 
Wilh Spring Break next 
week, the Better Business 
Bureau serving Western 
Virginia recently issuer; a 
pness release warning poten- 
tial travelers with the rising 
dangers of travel fraud. 
Julie Wheeler, president 
and I BO ol the BBS serwne. 
Western Virginia, said, 
"Cheap travel packages 
advertised in flyers, e-mail 
and newspaper ads draw the 
Interest ol man) studi 
she said, "These promotions 
may not deliver what the) 
promise ,^^\ some students 
may lose out completely." 
The Feb.  13 release stated 
students should gel a detailed, 
written contract describing 
what i- Included in the travel 
pat kage, including the names 
rji am  hotels, airlines ami an 
ports that will be used 
The release stated many 
Spring Break packages use 
public charter flights, which 
have different rules than com- 
mercial flights and also have a 
king list ot complaints with the 
BBB. Problems include flight 
delayB ol hours and even days 
aunodattona switched to 
lesser    quality,    overbooked 
hotels stranding customers and 
being  denied   promised   meal, 
part) and concert packages, 
acconlmg to the release 
According to tht i S 
Departrncnl ot  transportation 
v\eb site, travelers nave the 
right to cancel a charter package 
without penalty it Ihe operator 
makes "major changes 
1 he site states these changes 
include .1 Change ot departure 
or return date or citv. a hotel 
substitution to a property not 
named   in   the  contract  or   a 
package price increase of more 
than 10 percent. 
Junior Hallie Boisseau, who 
was a student agent for a Spring 
Break travel company last year, 
said she discovered that stu- 
dents taking Spring Break trips 
with her company were facing 
main nl these' "major changes. 
"it ended up that they 
screw ed ovci some of my 
• friends by putting them in 
.lbs, me hotels and even in 
nxims not together," Boisseau 
said   "They lost thou money, 
and I tell -o had about how 
main people wen- negatively 
affected by them manipulating 
college students " 
U heeler said, "The best 
adh ice is to work with a rep- 
utable travel agent or lour com- 
pany. Check out the company's 
track ivcord and complaint his- 
tor) with Ihe BBB before paying 
anv monev tor a trip." 
Military 
pay more 
for Va. 
colleges 
BY MIRIAM STAWOWY 
Daily Press 
The mobile, pack-up-and-go 
life of a military family isn't 
easy. But Melissa Crank didn't 
expect it to be harder when she 
came to Virginia. 
The wife of a senior captain 
in the U.S. Army, Crank has 
moved five times in the past 
eight years. From Alabama to 
Louisiana, a short stay in 
Virginia, then off to Colorado. 
A year ago, her husband was 
assigned to Fort Monroe. 
Crank wants to become an 
elementary teacher, so 9he 
began taking classes in 
Louisiana. Then in Colorado, 
paying affordable tuition as an 
in-state student. 
But back in Virginia, Crank 
discovered the rules were quite 
different. Here, she must pay the 
higher tuition of a nonresident. 
"You're kidding me, right?" 
she told Christopher Newport 
University admissions officials 
who broke the news. 
This is the dilemma of numer- 
ous military families on the move. 
Unless her husband establishes 
legal domicile in Virginia or 
Crank works full-time for one 
year and pays state taxes, she 
can't pay in-state tuition. 
"We're asking sons and 
daughters to lay down their lives, 
and then they charge us out of 
state," Crank said. "I hope more 
people will become aware that 
this is how we're saying 'thank 
you.' Then.' are some people out 
there who arc not complaining or 
not even getting an education. 
The lawmakers need to realize 
that their law is wrong." 
-66-   
The lawmakers need 
to realize that their 
law is wrong. 
— Melissa Crank 
military wife 
—99 
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Batter Business Bureau's tips for a pleasant Spring Break 
Read fine print and get a copy of your contract. 
Get names, addresses and phone numbers for your lodgings, airlines and cruise ships. 
Don't accept vague terms like "major hotel" or "luxury cruise ship." 
Expect flight delays. Y^** • • • 
Pay by credit card. ^aaBjsBBssss^i^ 
Contact U.S. Department of Transportation at www.dot.gov 
lor any additional concerns or to better understand your rights as a traveler 
and the responsibilities of your Spring Break package provider. 
Check out company's complaint record with the BBB 
S\K\M *leiB»»« 
UVa. student government candidate 
assaulted, election postponed 
KJUSTY M< Hoi V'\\l*t«fll>l*>l<>vr,ipher 
Students assist a Harrisonburg resident In tiling her taxes. 
BY ALEXIS UNKOVIC 
(avaltel Pails 
Shortly before 2 am 
Wednesday, I >aisv I undy, -i\- 
ond ye.li  I nivcrsih   • •! \ rgMl 
student and Student Council 
presidential      Candidate,     was 
assauked in Pot ADtv directly 
behind the v\ <st sule *>t the l.awn. 
According    to    several 
sources nearby at Ihe time, 
I undy had just left tile I awn 
room ot lim I ovolaee, student 
member of the Hoard ot 
Visitors, to retrieve her cellular 
phone fmm her car, parked it 
the end ol Ihe alley 
While she was searching 
for her phone, an unknown 
assailant reportedly assaulted 
I und\ As she was leaning 
into her car, Ihe assailant 
allegedly grabbed I undy by 
the   hair   and  slammed   her 
head    against    the    steering 
wheel She subsequently till to 
the ground causing minor 
in|ur\ to her ankle. 
Multiple sources, Including 
c million i hair Ryan Mot arthy 
who was BfSXSnl when I UM) 
spike to the pottce, .ontirmed 
vVednesds) that I undj laid 
police 'he ass.nl.illt said 'Noone 
wants a nigger to DC president" 
faUce are Investigating the 
assault .is a hate . rime 
"Whenever then' is an objective 
wav ol lodging whether a i time 
was.oniniittis! with SUM Mas 
it is labeled a bias crime," uni- 
versity Deputy Police c Md 
Muhael (. oleinan said, clarify- 
blg Ihe terminology 
Mice do not cany out special 
illustrations tor hate ottciws 
though SUCh crimis CM carry 
h.iislk'i penalties when pi. 
ed bv the Commonwealth attor- 
iw, i'oleman said. 
Police provided a descrip- 
tion ot the alleged assailant 
Wednesday in a press release, 
describing the suspect as a 
liea\\set white male, wear- 
ing a dark eo.it light pants 
and a dark hat." 
Hie university has ottemd a 
$1,000 i»"ward for information 
le.tiling to Ihe arrest and convic- 
tion ol the person or persons 
responsible for the assault 
t ouncil I lotions I ommittee 
I hair lulie leater closed the 
online polls for the council presi- 
dential run-Oil at 8:05 a.m. 
Wednesday, in n-sp<inse to the 
assault. "I received a nnquest 
fmm D.us\ s campaign to close 
the polls this morning," Teater 
In-state tuition eligibility was 
the No. 1 conce; n at a discussion 
last year on impmving the lives 
of military families in the US. 
Army, said Michael Tevnan, 
education specialist at the 
IX'partment of the Army's head- 
quarters m Alexandria 
That is why the Army will 
soon make a strong pitch to dif- 
terent states — including 
Virginia, which has one of the 
highest populations of military 
families in the country — urging 
them to n'lax niles lor military 
spouses and children. 
"The Army sees this as a fam- 
ily well-being issue," Tevnan 
said. It can affect whether sen ii ■ 
members stay in the military and 
can also drain a family's 
finances, he added. 
On average, service mem- 
bers move every two to three 
years, placing special ••tiess on 
families. Tevnan said. It also 
makes it difficult for a service 
member's spouse or child to 
qualify for mon' affordable in- 
state rates, even as Ihe cost of a 
college education skyrockets 
and mobility incn-ases. 
"We're asking much more of 
our military, including a war 
and defen.se against lernrrism," 
Tevnan said Sildiers are not 
afraid to pay their way for their 
families. Wh.il they do find is 
that the Army doesn't leave 
them in one spot." 
Most states already have the 
flexibility to grant in-state 
tuition, Tevnan said But fewer 
than 15 address the Army's 
three main requests 
— Allowing all service mem- 
bers who leave one state to * 
immediately qualify for in-state 
tuition in the new state. 
— Ensuring that service mem- 
bers who k-ave their home state 
will always qualify tor in-state 
tuition when they return home. 
— Helping military spouses 
and their children retain their eli- 
gibility for in-state ratts in one 
state when the military member 
moves alone to another state. 
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TAXES: Students earn 
credit, help elderly file 
NEWS 
TAXES.frompagei 
^.lining valuable experience in 
the process. "This has just been 
a really good experience," jun- 
ior accounting major Michelle 
McDaniel said. "The interper- 
sonal skills this lakes and com- 
municating with people of dif- 
ferent backgrounds has really 
taught me a lot." 
Cereola said, "My chest is 
bursting with pride at the 
way this team of JMU stu- 
dents have responded to the 
challenges presented to them 
at the center. They have per- 
formed in a highly profes- 
sional manner. They have 
been respectful toward the 
clients despite the age anJ. 
cultural differences between 
them. They have proven that 
their professional and inter- 
personal skills are of the 
highest caliber." 
The students involved pre- 
pared for the program with a 
10-hour training session. In 
addition, manv students said 
-6 6- 
...actually interacting 
with people and having 
hands-on experience has 
taught me so much more. 
— Michelle McDaniel 
junior 
their business courses helped 
in preparing for the program. 
"I took an income tax class. 
Accounting 377, and it has 
helped a lot," McDaniel said. 
"But doing the work from a 
book and then actually inter- 
acting with people and having 
hands-on experience has 
taught me so much more." 
According to Cereola, JMU 
students are welcome to use the 
services and are encouraged to 
unite anyone they know who 
could also use the program. 
Healthy Living 
Women's Resource 
Center sponsored 
-Nutrition tor 
Women," part of the 
Brown Bag lecture 
series, Wednesday 
In Taylor 402. UREC 
group fitness 
Instructors senior 
Helen Schubert 
(left) and junior 
Vanessa Langholtz 
speak on the Impor- 
tance of healthy 
eating habits for 
college-aged women 
and how to fulfill 
these needs with 
the limited eating 
options the college 
environment may 
present. For more 
infomatlon on WRC, 
visit wwwjmu.edu/ 
womensresource. 
111 II IOVIMVN inffyseMgwe** 
Stanford U. rally calls attention to gay marriage issue 
Paula Manalo (left) and Maria 
Stanford University associate 
tRIC SIMMONV/V Stanfvni [huh 
Tostado exchange rings In a marriage ceremony led by the 
dean of religious life In White Plaza. 
BY JULIE LEIN 
The Stanford Daily 
Four couples walking down 
the aisle, a wedding cake, the 
Stanford University Band and a 
large group of spectators 
marked the first annual 
"Stanford Freedom to Marry 
Rally," held Thursday at noon in 
White Plaza. Sponsored by the 
Queer Straight Social Political 
Alliance, the rally was intended 
to raise campus awareness of 
political discrimination against 
gay people. 
"One of the main purposes 
of this symbolic ceremony is to 
eradicate many of the miscon- 
ceptions floating around about 
queer marriage," said senior 
|esse Evans, one of the coordina- 
tors of the event. 
Between the wedding cere- 
monies, spectators could read 
intorm.iticn.il fliers, sign a nation- 
wide petition and listen to a per- 
sonal speech by QSSI'A speaker 
Charlie Rose. Rose discussed his 
own dream to wed and have a 
family. Unfortunately, he noted. 
same sex-marriage is recognized 
in only two countries — the 
Netherlands and Belgium. 
In 1996, Congress passed 
the Defense of Marriage Act, 
confining the legal definition of 
marriage to a union between a 
man and woman. 
There are 28 states that 
explicitly prohibit marriage of 
any two people of the same sex. 
Similar legislation is pending in 
six more states. 
Currently, Vermont is the 
only stale where civil union, or 
marriage without the license, is 
permitted between individuals 
of the same sex. 
"It's a large and pervasive 
social injustice," said junior 
Noah Perez, a spectator at the 
rally "Queer people are the last 
minority group that haven't 
received full legal rights in the 
eyes of the government." 
AB 1338, a proposal to grant 
civil unions to same sex partners, 
was tabled in January 2002. 
There are a handful of 
prospects for expanding gay 
rights, with cases pending in 
Massachusetts and New Jersey 
for the constitutional right to 
marry. As of now, California res- 
idents are given the option to 
pay and register as domestic 
partners. Although denied the 
many benefits of legal marriage, 
partnership confers recognition 
and possibilities of adoption. 
Hannah Leslie, of QSSPA, 
admitted that gay marriage may 
seem like a distant issue to 
Stanford students. However, 
she said that it is relevant to the 
education and health of the 
Stanford community. 
"If the state of California 
legalized marriage regardless of 
the gender of the participants, 
Stanford would no longer need 
a separate policy of domestic 
partner benefits for partners of 
faculty and staff," she said. "The 
current policy, though a model 
for other institutions falls short 
of the full equality the law 
would provide and adds com- 
plications for those considering 
teaching here." 
ZT 
BAR   &.   GRILL 
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Concert Calendar 
You Still Have Time! 
You can still apply to be 
an International Intern 
— (fleauMivue for next 
year is March 7th. 
So .. . get an application 
and work quickly!! 
Phone 568-6979 
E-mail <cohenjk@jmu.edu> 
Come to 1077 South Main 
Go tO www.jmu.edu/international/internships 
It's your future ... 
Ml advance tickets can be purchased at Malnstreet, Plan 9 H'burg 
& Crossroads in Staunton. For hooking please call Suncoast Entertainment 
at 540 574 2905 For show into call Mainstreet at 540-432-9963. 
8 Tl5 22 OZZY   29 1  
DRUM &  wlcHpnni    LAMB 0F BASSLINE WIS POOL      GOD w/ 
ive on stage     w/guest      SOL TRIBI 
ml HIVE.       REDLINE    & SEDATEI 
E 
& T D 
BLISS 
tribute 
THE WIZARD    BROKEN 
0F
 
oz
 VIEW w/TETRAD &        ,,,w' 
SCARRED     REDLINE 
ELECTRA 
$12 cover! 
STEPANIAN 
w7 guests 
TBA 
$5 cover 
show 
No surcharge 
VISIONS 
$10 Adv, 
$12 Door 
Over 21. 
Ladies FREE 
, 
& RADIO 
PHOENIX 
$5 cover 
closed ICY DEBRIS      INTERNA- 
w/ guests TIONAL 
TBA 
$5 cover 
REGGAE w 
CULTURE 
$12 Adv, 
$15 Door 
THE SAD REGANS      LED ZEPPELIN 2 SKINNEE J'S 
m LIVES OF THE 
_   HOLLYWOOD 
LOVERS 
™       w/ guests 
TBA, $5 cover 
CROSS, 
SIT & ROT, 
and 
DEAD END 
$5 cover 
tribute ZOSO    Farewell Tour 
w/ guest vv7 guests 
JIVE STREET i ALL IS WELL 
and others 
$8 Adv, 
$10 Door 
& UNIT 5 
$10 Adv, 
$12 Door 
Thursdays are Q101 Ladies Night with 
T
 NO COVER for the Ladies and NO COVER with 
, College ID! DJ Mix Masta Mike from New York 
r Spins the Hottest Dance Tracks in the Nation! 
There is a small surchage for under 21 
Every Friday Brings DC DJ Joey Morgan and Q101 
F to Spin the Best Dance Tunes. NO COVER for the 
r Ladies and FREE Papa John's Pizza from 10PM 
■ to 11PM! Wall to wall Crowds! Bet There 
Early to Avoid the Line! 
MARCH CONCERT CALENDAR - PLEASE CUT OUT & SAVE 
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COMPLEX: Approved 
CO!4PI£X. from page 1 
an extremely popular choice 
for JMU students wishing to 
live off campus, with an esti- 
mated 4,000 students who 
live in the area. 
"Sometimes various stresses 
and strains do occur in this area 
because of differing lifestyles 
between our students and other 
residents of the area," Rose 
said. 'The same can be said for 
other areas near campus and 
certainly for neighborhoods 
surrounding any major univer- 
sity in the country." 
According to Rose, such 
occurrences hardly are unique 
to JMU and rarely are serious 
or long-lasting in nature. "I 
cannot anticipate or predict 
the impact that the new hous- 
ing complex might have on 
neighborhood residents, my 
family while we occupy the 
)MU president's home, on 
future residents ... or on other 
faculty and staff [members] 
who live in the area," he said. 
Rose added, "Builders 
should not construct new units 
based on the premise that major 
enrollment growth is anticipat- 
ed for JMU. On the contrary, we 
have stabilized our enrollment 
and will see only modest growth 
in the foreseeable future until 
resources are enhanced at the 
university and we can deter- 
mine what, if any, changes in 
enrollment are in order." 
Rose said there exists a dan- 
ger of off-campus housing being 
"over built," which can have a 
direct negative impact on devel- 
opers because of a shortage of 
interested renters. He said it 
could also have an indirect neg- 
ative impact on students who 
may see maintenance and serv- 
ices curtailed as developers have 
less return on their investment. 
"[Developers and the City of 
Harrisonburg should carefully 
review the many factors that 
would be affected by further 
expansion in the Port Republic 
Road area," Rose said. 
Expanding the road sys- 
tem is not an option as the 
developer cannot be required 
by the city to do it, according 
to senior planner I-.irl 
Anderson. However, more 
residents using the 
Harrisonburg public trans- 
portation system is likely, 
according to project engineer 
Richard Blackwell. 
"I don't think many (resi- 
dents) will be driving," 
Blackwell told the commis- 
sion in the News-Record, 
The complex will include 
amenities uniaue from the 
box-design of most new 
apartment buildings along 
Port Republic Road, a hot 
spot for student housing. 
Glenside will be constructed 
similar to a neighborhood of 
townhouses and will include 
a recreational area, as well as 
an outdoor volleyball court 
and basketball court. 
H&A Associates, the com- 
plex's developer, said it will 
take measures to reduce pos- 
sible litter and noise prob- 
lems. According to the 
News-Record, a solid, six- 
foot-high wood fence will be 
built to contain people and 
separate Glenside from the 
nearby single-family homes, 
where Rose resides. 
Eric Ruple, professor in the 
school of music, lives on Oak 
Hill Drive near Rose but said 
Clenside's location is virtually 
irrelevant to his family. 
"I live a few blocks away 
so it doesn't really affect 
me," Ruple said. "It's fairly 
far away from me." 
Some JMU students 
expressed their concern that 
the intersection at Port 
Republic Road and Devon 
Lane will be even more dan- 
gerous once students move 
into Glenside. 
"When people are going 
to class, that light is always 
really backed up," junior 
Robert Barnard said. 
"Something should be done 
to improve the traffic flow. 
"I think there's enough 
student housing already. 
There's no need to build 
more apartments." 
Barnard said the transit sys- 
tem can only help so much, say- 
ing buses cannot alleviate noise 
and litter problems. 
He said "the buses will 
help some, but it will still be 
noisy during the weekends. I 
don't think the buses will 
make that much of a differ- 
ence; people who live there 
already are very close to stu- 
dent housing, so they should 
expect noise, traffic and trash." 
School of media arts and 
design professor Dona 
Cilliam, who lives on 
Greenbriar Drive, declined to 
comment on the situation. 
SUNSCREEN: Important to protect against 
harmful rays while spending time in the sun 
SUNSCREEN .from page I 
Studies have shown that the 
use of sunscreen can prevent 
skin cancer, according to the 
Skin Cancer Foundation. 
The Sun Protection Factor, or 
SPF, of a sunscreen measures 
the length of time a product pro- 
tects against skin reddening 
from UVB (short-wave solar 
waves), compared to how long 
the skin takes to redden without 
the protection, according to the 
Skin Cancer Foundation. The 
Skin Cancer Foundation recom- 
mends a minimum SPF of 15, 
w hich blocks 93 percent of UVB. 
According to 
www.webmd.com, sunscreen 
should be applied 30 minutes 
before going out into the sun 
on any part of the skin that 
will be exposed. 
Sunscreen should then be 
applied every two to three 
hours while in the sun, accord- 
ing to WebMD. However, sun- 
screen should be applied more 
often if one is sweating heavily 
or participating in water activi- 
ties, it stated. 
According to WebMD, sand 
can reflect 85 percent of the 
sun's rays, which calls for 
increased caution during days 
spent on the beach. 
Additionally, when one is 
going back and forth between 
the water and sand, they may 
feel more cool compared to 
those lounging on the beach, 
but actually are at even more 
risk for burning. 
"Wet skin can bum easily, so 
it is important to protect skin 
even if you do not feel you are 
getting sunburned," according 
lo WebMD. 
Although throwing on a T- 
shirt over a bathing suit before 
heading into the water may 
seem like a smart solution, 
wearing a T-shirt while swim- 
ming will not protect your skin 
unless sunscreen has been 
applied to the skin underneath 
it, according to WebMD. 
Additionally, the AAD rec- 
ommends wearing a wide- 
brimmed hat and UV-blocking 
sunglasses during long days of 
sun exposure. 
One way to predict the poten- 
tial risk of harm from the sun is to 
check the Ultraviolet Index. The 
National Weather Service and the 
Environmental Protection 
Agency, according to the AAD, 
issue the UV Index daily. It pro- 
vides the next day's estimated 
amount of exposure to UV radia- 
tion, on a scale of zero (minimal) 
to 10-plus (very high exposure). 
Special care should be taken 
when the UV Index predicts 
exposure levels of moderate or 
higher, according to the AAD. 
UREC is holding a "Beach 
and Sun Safety" Wellness 
Passport event Wednesday 
from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. for those 
interested in more ways to 
guarantee a safe Spring Break 
on the beach. 
INTERNSHIPS: Way 
to gain job experience 
INTERNSHIPS, from page 1 
freshman Melissa Scott said. "I 
feel that it prepared me for next 
year, when I will actually be 
looking for an internship " 
According to Reg Foucar- 
Szocki, event coordinator and 
director of hospitality and 
tourism management, the fair 
has come a long way since its 
inception in 1994 when it 
included only eight companies 
and took place in Zane 
Showker Hall. Foucar-Szocki 
emphasized the internship 
experience as a great way to 
increase interviewing and net- 
working skills. 
"Compared to other schools 
— and I go all across the coun- 
try — the caliber of students 
and the professionalism of the 
students were top-notch," said 
Doug Wilson, a division man- 
ager for University Directories. 
Foucar-Szocki stressed the 
importance of an internship 
as a stepping stone for a 
future career. 
"You just don't start as the 
vice president after one day. 
Sometimes that is pretty clear 
and sometimes students are a 
little disappointed if they are 
not totally in charge," Foucar- 
Szocki said. 
Many of the recruiters 
emphasized the importance of 
the students doing research on 
the company for which they 
are applying. 
"If someone can give 
numbers and specifics, [then] 
that shows that they are truly 
interested," said Ben Sibley, a 
representative from Target 
Brands, Inc. 
Wilson suggested finding 
a concentration level to 
focus the internship experi- 
ence around and to pick two 
or three ideal locations. The 
recruiters said too often they 
heard students say they 
were willing to do anything 
and go anywhere. This cre- 
ates trouble for a recruiter 
who is looking for a best-fit 
applicant for each position, 
he said. 
GIFT: Senior class 
decides on memorial 
GIFT, from page 1 
that. I thought it would also be 
a great culmination to the 
ISept. 11, 2001] events." 
However, Stoncy said this 
will not be possible without 
the contribution of students 
No money has been raised yet, 
according to Stoney. He said 
he is asking for donations of at 
least $1 from each student and 
$20.03 from seniors. 
Between $1,000 and $1200 
is needed to meet the 
requirments for the project, 
Stoney said. "But we believe 
we're going to raise more than 
that if we get all students and 
parents involved." 
The project has not picked 
up speed yet, according to 
SGA At-Large Senator Stuart 
Shroff, a sophomore. "I still 
need to talk with others and 
find out which trees are 
appropriate   for    planting. 
according to the climate 
here," he said. 
Yet, he said things should 
quicken in the following 
month, especially since SGA is 
holding a dedication ceremo- 
ny for the plaza on April 29. 
"I think it's wonderful for 
students to give back to the 
alma mater, especially dealing 
with a situation as [Sept. 11, 
20011," Thompson said. "This 
suggests a lifelong relationship 
between the school and the 
students, the fact that they're 
making such a tribute." 
To make a donation toward 
the plaza, "stop by the SGA 
office" in Taylor 234, Stoney 
said. "And we're going to 
have collection sites on differ 
ent days on the commons, 
ISAT and probably Showker." 
Payments can be made in cash, 
FLEX, credit cards or checks, 
according to Stoney. 
Qwm u ttwdo*! 
JMU's Semester in London has 
limited spaces available for 
Fall 2003 and Spring 2004! 
« our  cl.„IO<m'""d    ■   <"•* U»  won* 
-r*u 2002 P*«icipjne 
APPLY NOW! 
For mort information or an application, visit tht 
Offico at International Programs, 1077 South 
Main Street, 56»-6419 ihidyapread@tmu.adu 
www.imu.adu/intamational or contact... 
Chariot Turnar, Ph.D. 
Director, Semester in London 
du, 368-6494 
Dream it. Do it. Disney. 
We're recruiting on campus! 
James Madison University 
Wednesday, March 19, 2003 
6:00 PM, Taylor Hall Room 305 
Mark your calendars — All majors and all college levels invited. 
This is your chance lo go inside this world-famous resort, 
build your resume, network with Disney leaders and 
meet students from around the world. 
Check out a Walt Disney World" College Program paid internship. 
24-hour secured housing is offered 
College credit opportunities may be available 
Visit our website at wdwcollegeprogram.com 
and then come to the presentation 
Attendance is required to interview 
C> Q <«wss«..w...i.< 
\JCOLLEGE PROGRAM wdvvco„egeprogramcofn 
fOf ■ Drawing Crtaitviiy from Dtvtrtity • CDisnrv 
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MILITARY: Out of state 
tuition prices for service families 
MILITARY. Irrm page ) 
Virginia would need to 
change its laws to meet the 
Army's key points. Tevnan 
said In the caily 1990s, 
Virginia granted in -l.it.- 
tuition to militant nuniliaB, 
but suspended the pr.utur 
uh.-n it ditOOVMVd it WM lot" 
ing $5 million a year. 
State-^uppi>rted univenitiei 
and collegia have been hit hard 
with millions in budget cuts 
during the Commonwr.ilth's 
ongoing financial criMv 
w. realize that it's a cost 
issue," I.-vn.m said "It's a rev- 
enue i-—in It's about monev Iff 
a ticklish issue today especially 
for univ I 
I ac Andes, financial aid 
manager with the State 
Council of Higher Education 
of Virginia, said, "It's a 
tough issue. 1 get calls about 
this very thing from frus- 
trated (military) spouses " 
The Army's push might 
bring about change, as could 
the state's congressional dele- 
gation, Hamilton added. 
Last month. Crank filed an 
appeal with CNU, asking offi- 
cials to make their own deter- 
mination about her in-state eli- 
gibility. She said she thnks the 
college has the leeway to con- 
sider her case individually. 
Crank said she has a 
Virginia driver's license, 
owns a home with her hus- 
band, pays taxes and lives in 
the stale. Her husband isn't 
willing to change domicile, 
and she doesn't have a source 
of income because she takes 
care of their two daughters, 
ages 4 and 7. However, that 
will change when she starts 
working as a teacher. 
Frequently changing legal 
domicile is a touchy issue for 
military families. Crank said. 
"Uncle Sam doesn't like it 
when you change to other 
states," she said. "Military fami- 
lies need to decide where they 
want to ivtum." 
For the Cranks, that place is 
Texas, where her husband 
plans to retire. 
Paying out-of-state tuition 
has placed a financial burden on 
the family. With CNU's teach- 
ing program closing this spring. 
Crank has had to become a full- 
time student to meet all her 
requirements. That's meant 
paying for day care. 
Although her husband's 
Army pay is good, she had to 
take out a student loan to pay 
off the $17,000 she will owe in 
tuition. Once she's a teacher, 
she'll be making less than 
$35,000 a year. 
"I want to teach in the 
very state that is saying, 'We 
don't like you,'" Crank said. 
"The bottom line of the whole 
thing is money." 
UVa.: Alley assault of 
candidate postpones 
student body election 
1i 
Mid Wvvln<-sJ,i\     | wholclioirt- 
i"dly supporti-d lh.it request" 
The elections committee 
has not vet rescheduled the 
remainder of the runoff, but 
Teeter said it probably will 
take place the tiiM wees ftfaf 
Spring Break. 
I awn residents w BtS 
called to the Kent <>f the 
assault  Wednesday morning 
when    Lund]     repeated!) 
honked her car horn. 
Lovelace heard the honking 
and decided to make sure 
things were okay, according to 
McCarthy, who lives two 
rooms down from Lovelace 
and has been actively involved 
in Lundy*! canuaign. 
When Lovelace arrived on 
the scene, Lundy was lying 
on the ground and he began 
■creaming   Pourth-yeai itu> 
dent Mary (Hen Bi//.irri said 
she heard I .ovelace scream 
and walked down the alley, 
where she heard him scream 
"Call 911 
Hi//.Hri called the police 
,H 1:53 •» m Police respond- 
ed to the scene within a 
minute, according to uni- 
versity Police Sgt. Dave 
Webb, who remained at the 
scene of the assault for sev- 
eral hours afterward. 
An ambulance soon arrived 
on the scene and canted I undv 
to the University Medical 
Center. She subsequently was 
released, having sustained no 
serious injuries 
Prior to the assault, Lundy 
had filed police a-ports regard- 
ing telephone threats she began 
nveiving Sunday night. 
TRAVEL: 
Professors 
on the move 
TRAVEL, fftm ; 
Staib traveled to Arizona 
and New Mexico last refflfStfl 
to make arrangements tor a new 
travel class tor |\n rtudenbi 
He said, "Students ... will be 
able to visit all the major obser- 
vatories and other astronomy 
related venues in the southwest- 
em Unite.! States 
Regarding travel funding, 
Kosser said. 'The bottom line is 
that there are basicallv two ways 
to travel internationally for pro- 
fisasionaJ purposes without 
funding support from JMU. One 
is to get grants that fund one 
specifically to do so. The other is 
to publish sutticientlv interesting 
stuff that people in other coun- 
tries at institutions with money 
read it and like it enough that 
they arc willing to fund you to 
come to their institutions to 
srvak further about it." 
GET lU WHILE THEy BE HOT! 
HAM • MM raw AH AT SAL! MUCH! 
ft* ATMS CUIBM TMIPOUCI TKHWTSUNS 
TIN Atarii - V. ; „.,. AmrU 
TW C.I ■ 7k CM 
Cursive - IJ/fy Orent 
ThaDetsuat    ThrDtawu 
Folk Implasion     IhtSn-hM lmpl.no. 
The Polict    2Sth Ammttruny rrimui oflhrtr CMIMU* 
Uncle Tupelo • rxf-uUd rtimts of Mirrh 16-20 1992. 
Nt Drprnti**. Still f,rl Cm, 
Ooanie McClurtun - l>o„m, McClmrUm Apim 
Wayne Wonder   So HoUinr Back 
LISTEN BEFORE YOU BUY! 
Check out Plan 9 tot ntw & usad CDs, 
accessories, imports, indies, vinyl, tickets to 
local events-, special orders aildiaare1 
R Kelly ■ (JmoLur tailor) 
Fifty Cent   '„/ Ki.l.lh Da /,,,„• 
All American Rejects    I// Imtrkm Krjrru 
Sean Paul   DmltyRatk 
Noiah Jones • I..../,  Imri II ///. V, 
Cat Power- )«n irrFm 
Cradle 7 The Grave mnubrtck 
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OPINION 
To accommodate all the information 
about every bus route, the "pocket- 
sized" schedule would have to be 
rather thick and cumbersome. 
see house editorial, below 
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Exploration of the mysteries on Earth and 
beyond will continue despite all hazards, 
with America likely leading the way. 
JONATHAN KELLY 
sophomore 
see column, pact 9 
HOUSE     EDITORIAL 
Pocket-sized bus schedules put strain on wallet 
Introducing the break-through aide in 
deciphering the complex Harrisonburg 
Transit System — pocket-sized bus cards! 
While this tag line might have sounded 
reasonable in the minds of Student 
Government Association representatives, 
the notion that miniature bus schedules 
will be of use to much of the )MU popula- 
tion is questionable 
At first glance, a pocket-sized bus 
schedule might look like a helpful idea. As 
a student is leaving Taylor Down Under 
with his cup of coffee heading toward 
Godwin Hall to catch the bus to Foxhill, he 
grabs the mini bus schedule from his pock- 
et and determines which route to take and 
when it is coming However, upon closer 
examination, there are several flaws inher- 
ent in this scenario 
The first flaw is in the of the proposed 
schedules. To accommodate all the infor- 
mation about every bus route, the "pocket- 
sized" schedule would have to be rather 
thick and cumbersome. Other than the 
select men sporting cargo pants with plus- 
sized pockets, most students could not 
squeeze a schedule into their pants. To 
carry the bus schedule, they would toss it 
in their bookbags, which is where they 
WOUld have kept a current print-out of the 
schedule in the first place 
Another flaw is realized when one 
thinks about how easy the Harrisonburg 
ttepartment of Transportation and ]MV 
h.nr made it to access a schedule. Anyone 
with Internet access, either at an off-cam- 
pus residence or at the many on-campus 
terminals, can find a complete listing of the 
bus routes and avoid toting around anoth- 
er  piece   of  paper.  A  quick   look   at 
tmwhdpt.com reveals that the Route 7 bus 
is always the correct choice to get to Foxhill 
from Godwin. 
If, by chance, a student does not have 
access to a computer, TMU makes it very 
easy to locate a printed bus schedule. Our 
example commuter could pick up a 
schedule exiting TDU or at any of the 
other three University Information sites 
in Warren or Sonner halls or the College 
Center. He probably received a schedule 
on his first day at JMU in his freshman 
orientation packet. He also could consult 
the schedule posted in the bus stop — 
where he is headed anyway — or ask the 
bus driver where he or she is headed if 
still unsure of his choice of buses. 
Perhaps the most obvious flaw in 
spending university money to produce lit- 
tle schedules for every student is that regu- 
lar bus riders do not need a schedule. They 
know where they are going. The intelligent 
college student realizes that the buses run 
on a set schedule. Just as students do not 
need to consult their planners to find out 
when and where their classes arc every day, 
once they have figured out what bus routes 
they need to take to get to campus, the trav- 
el-sized schedules become obsolete. 
SGA will soon be handing out 5,000 
pocket-sized schedules to random stu 
dents, according to the Feb. 27 issue of 
The Breeze. If you are part of this sam- 
pling, be sure to assess honestly its 
value. If you would like your student 
fees to be spent on something more use- 
ful than a smaller version of a prolific 
bus schedule, let your SGA representa- 
tive know before they paper the campus 
with pocket-sized bus schedules. 
(iUfkifc* 
Darts 
Darti Si Pals are submitted arumynunish 
and primed on a space■awnlable basis. 
Subnitssuxu are based upon one person s 
opinion of a ffHM situation, person or event 
and do not necessarily reflect the truth. Pats 
E-mail darts and pats to hrcc/edp(p hotin.nl.LUIII 
Pat- Dart... 
A "thanks-for-giving-the-shady-kid- 
at-the-club-a-ride-homt' pal to the three 
sophomores who gave me a ride home 
after my car got wrecked. 
Sent in from a grateful senior who would 
probably still be in Washington, D.C. if it 
wasn't for your kindness. 
A "you-thought-you-couId-get-away-with- 
it" dart to the wanna-be rebels who tried and 
failed to steal a prized possession — a life-sized 
cardboard figure of President Clinton — last 
Monday night. Next time you might want to 
find a real man. Untirthen, stay away from Bill. 
From some very annoyed girls who didn't 
appreciate the late-night chase. 
Dart... Pat. 
A "there's-only-so-many-spots" dart to 
parking semces for not providing enough 
parking spaces to its students. If you don't 
have the spaces, then don't sell the passes. 
From a disgruntled sophomore uin truly does 
enjoy getting ticketed for parking akmg lite side of 
the road uiien tlten' ami't any nuwe student spaces. 
A "thanks-for-being-out-in-the-cold-all- 
night-just-to-help-us" pat to the Campus 
Cadets who were standing on the commons the 
other night warning students about the ice. 
Sent in by a group of girls tltat would hatv fallen 
and almost died liad you not warned us about the tee. 
We think you deserve a raise for ivliat you do. 
Pat- Dart... 
A "right-on" pat to Bltat columnist Zak 
Salih tor his column. 
Sent in by a student who k tick <>' ttdng tfw 
tfupU news reports about the bottlett uater im,i 
stuffing under HK doors and even man riot o) 
the people who feel the need to comply Way to 
tell il like it U 
A "get-off-your-knees-and-quit-blowing- 
games" dart to trie intramural referees at URF.C. 
Seal HI by a team tlml was knocked out of the 
playoffs only because of your inability to make any 
sort of decent call- 
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DavidAbbott 
"We do not hate Americans 
here," Ihdina told me as he 
played boyishly with a toy gun, 
pointing it periodically at 
motorbikes passing on the busy 
street. "I'm not American," I 
replied, emphasizing a fading 
British accent. 
Ihdina pointed his wood- 
en weapon at an unsuspect- 
ing cyclist. 
"But you must know," he 
said, "We do not hate them. Wfe 
are not stupid." 
This sentiment had been 
echoed by people all over 
Morocco. During a holiday, my 
family and I had been inundat- 
ed with declarations of empathy 
toward America and to the rest 
of what we call the West at cafes, 
shops, markets and even in a 
Bedouin tent. 
"We are not violent people,'' 
Ihdina concluded. I pointed 
accusingly at the toy gun he had 
now placed on the table. 
His face creased with 
laughter, and relieved he had 
understood the sarcasm, I 
laughed with him. 
"But we are not violent 
people," serious again, he was 
intent on making sure I 
understood. 
Ihdina Sadik is a Berber, an 
ethnic group native to North 
Africa. For millennia the Berbers 
resisted raids from the Romans, 
Arabs and French and, amaz- 
ingly, much of their culture and 
language remains. They are 
known as the "proud raiders," 
and Ihdina proved no excep- 
tion. With his bmken English, 
and my pathetic abilities at 
something barely resembling 
French, we pieced together a 
conversation that touched the 
topics of American foreign poli- 
cy, Osama bin Uden and the 
correct way to serve mint tea. 
Before we left the cafe, 
Ihdina copied his address down 
into my journal, imploring the 
three of us to visit him the next 
time we came through Morocco. 
"Bring friends," he added, "so 
we can show them the hospital- 
ity of the Moroccans. V\v are 
good people." A sly smile came 
across his face. "And the Berbers 
the kindest." 
The night before had been 
spent in a nomadic tent at the 
It seems that the 
general perception of 
Islam in the West is at 
afoundational level 
completely flawed. 
end of a three-hour journey by 
camel into the Sahara. Lahcen, a 
man of 24, was host at the tent. 
He was clad in a robe and scarf 
of indigo, traditional garb of the 
Tuareg people, aptly named 
"the blue men of the desert." 
The Tuaregs are descendants of 
the Berber people, native to Mali 
and a wamor-cum-herder peo- 
ple. But it was not what he told 
us about his people's past that 
was most enduring. Rather, it 
was his views on the current 
ideological and economic battle 
between East and West. 
Sept II, 2001 rocked 
Morocco not only for the 
effect it invariably had on 
tourism, but because of the 
detrimental effect it had on 
the West's perception of 
Islam. Lahcen feared for what 
unfortunately had resulted 
from the tragedy — that 
many in the West would 
refuse to separate Osama bin 
Laden from the religion of 
Islam. A week earlier Fiel 
Said, a carpet salesman, 
explained that Osama bin 
Laden was a businessman, 
his interests purely financial 
and that for his crimes should 
not be considered a Muslim. 
It seems that the general per- 
ception of Islam in the West is 
at a foundational level com- 
pletely flawed. 
Lahcen had been devastated 
by the events of Sept. 11, and 
recognized that bin Laden's 
actions only had solidified the 
Western view of Muslims as 
violent fundamentalists. Now 
Lahcen believed Western eyes 
saw Islamic fundamentalists as 
being wholly representative of 
the Islamic faith. 
Since Sept. 11, there have 
been less American visitors to 
Morocco, as fear of a conflict of 
see APATHY, page 9 
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Ain't nolhhig wrong 
with a little bump 
and grind." 
Ryan Nolan 
senior, marketing 
"Form a line, ajiply a 
confused look on your 
face, shuffle into the 
people next to you and 
you're doing the 
Electric Slide/' 
Maryn Soroka 
sophomore, IDLS 
0 "The Kid and Play. Ain't no shame." "The Phillip Whitfield Noodle. Listen to your inner child and move to the music." 
MATT CAIUSELLA/wnwr,***,^*,, Tara Lameijavan junior, graphic design ___ iuui iii niL uc grauua 
Topic: What's your favorite dance move? 
Scott Jackson 
r d te student. CS 
•Breeze Reader's View 
Student celebrates 
JonathanKelly 
When poring over the 
chronicles ot American history. 
one might wonder what dis- 
tinctive traits of American her- 
itage are especially characteris- 
tic ot our historical culture. One 
theme is the leadership role that 
the nation has historically 
assumed in the realm of explo- 
ration and pioneering. 
It was exactly 200 years ago 
in 1803 that a defining moment 
in this country's history took 
shape. The famed cross-conti- 
nental exploits of American 
explorers Meriwether Lewis 
and William Clark began as the 
fledgling United States pre- 
pared to expand at the dawn of 
the 19th century. Under the aus- 
pices of visionary President 
Thomas Jefferson, Lewis and 
Clark launched a campaign that 
laid the foundation for growth 
and expansion of the United 
States across North America. 
The portion of Western terri- 
tory that Lewis and Clark 
explored was the area of land 
bought by Jefferson from 
France through the Louisiana 
Purchase in 1803. It was a terri- 
tory that bore natural wonders 
that were unknown to 
Americans before I.ewis and 
Clark set out to observe them 
The expedition of Lewis and 
Clark played a vital role in estab- 
frontier exploration 
lishing the legacy of American 
exploration and discovery. 
The exploration of the 
unknown is an American char- 
acteristic, just as curiosity about 
the world and a desire to learn 
arc fundamental human charac- 
teristics. American culture tradi- 
tionally has manifested these 
human instincts in a partimlar 
ly conspicuous way because the 
country historically has 
assumed a leading role in explo- 
ration and research in many 
fields Lewis and Clark's expe- 
dition allowed this cultural trait 
to be ingrained firmly in 
American heritage 
Bxptami sought out the 
wonders of the West, and their 
work paved the way for lb 
neers to settle in the Western 
United Stales and build new 
lives It was the information 
procured by the explorers that 
allowed the pioneers to plan 
their livelihoods in the West 
This period in our nation's his- 
tory, sparked by Lewis and 
Clark, was crucial in securing 
invaluable knowledge of 
America's Western environ- 
ment and in shaping the nation 
as we know it today. 
Not content with exploring 
the land, America has led 
humanity in the conquest of 
breathtaking new frontiers — 
the frontiers of the undersea and 
// was the information 
procured by the 
explorers that allowed 
the pioneers to plan their 
livelihoods in the West. 
outer space. Exploring the 
oceans and the space beyond 
Earth has added to our intellec- 
tual understanding of what 
exists in the universe and our 
place in it. Since Amern.in 
match has played leading 
roles in these areas, it can be said 
that observing space and the 
oceans is a modem manifesta- 
IK'II .<* the traditional Amencan 
exploratory culture that was 
first expressed thniugh the 19th 
Miitury advancement into the 
Western United Stares. 
Of course, exploration has 
never been without its costs and 
its tragedies. Explorers to North 
America and pioneers to the 
American West often encoun 
tered enormous hardships, 
grave dangers and death In our 
own time, we have seen the 
tragedy of exploration gone 
fatally wrong in the destruction 
of the space shuttle Columbia. 
Perhaps the worst consequence 
to accompany exploration was 
the violence perpetrated against 
Native Americans as settlers 
advanced into the New World. 
However, the exploration of 
new frontiers has undeniably 
yielded far more good than bad. 
The settlement of the American 
West brought vast opportunities 
for people to improve their 
lives, and also immensely 
enhanced our knowledge of the 
magnificent natural environ- 
ment of the North American 
continent. In our successful 
landing of the first man on the 
moon, we began a quest to bet- 
ter understand the wider reach- 
es of the universe. 
Exploration of the mysteries 
on Earth and beyond will con- 
tinue despite all hazards, with 
America likely leading the way. 
The triumphs of future discov- 
ery will be triumphs not only 
for our country, but for all 
humanity, in keeping with the 
natural human instinct to know 
that which is unknown. If Lewis 
and Clark could see what is 
occurring 200 years after their 
own historic enterprise, they 
undoubtedly would be filled 
with amazement and pride. 
Jonathan Kelly is a sophomore 
political science major. 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
Bush considers 
all views of war 
To the Editor 
In response to the house 
editorial in the Feb. 20 issue of 
77w Breeze, President George 
W Bush has made a serious 
effort to address differences of 
opinion on a possible war in 
Iraq. In his State of the Union 
address and in his speech to the 
United Nations, he laid out the 
case for war in a very thorough 
lashion — lor those who will 
listen. 1 le has sent Secretary of 
Stale Colin Powell to share 
intelligence informati. I 
the U.N. Security Council and 
the world. He has sent theolo- 
gian Michael Novak to the 
Vatican to make the case that 
using force against Saddam 
Hussein would not violate 
Just War Theory. 
So, why did he seem to shut 
out the opinions of the protest- 
ers and the speakers on our 
campus? The writer James 
Lileks puts it this way: "What is 
there to say, really? There are 
people out there who think the 
(United States) is equivalent to 
Nazi Germany and have the 
placards to prove it.. There arc 
ni llions in Europe who hate 
the lUnited States] —oh stop 
the presses. There arc millions 
of people who believe that 
tyr.ints should always be han- 
dled with the delicate tongs of 
diplomacy — well, blow me 
down." There wasn't anything 
new in the protests to respond 
to, and a lot of it wasn't worth 
responding to, because it was 
ml mtile and conspiratorial. 
How much attention should 
you pay to people who hate 
you and won't listen' 
Joe Marier 
senior, music 
■ From the Wire 
Tower committee makes monumental error 
After a year and a half, it 
remains the ground of murder. 
And the elegant stilts of steel, 
the extended wings of gossamer 
glass with which Daniel 
Libeskind proposes to sculpt a 
new Babylon above Ground 
Zero do not alter this truth. It is 
not that Libeskind is not a fine 
sculptor; it is that sculpture is 
too fine for the site. 
I do not complain because I 
doubt Libeskind. In making its 
decision on what should replace 
the twinned frailties of empti- 
ness and memory which con- 
front us in the void where the 
Twin Towers stood, the Lower 
Manhattan Development 
Corporation has surely chosen 
the lesser evil. It is fitting that 
the garish skeletal frames of the 
towers that the T.H.I N.K. team 
proposed have been dismissed. 
They were a foolish piece of 
constructivist hyperbole — an 
ecstatic vertical jungle gym 
obscuring their funereal base. 
Indeed, I am certain that 
Libeskind's design is aestheti- 
cally superior to that of the 
other finalist. In his preserva- 
tion of the sunken pit at the 
base of the lowers' founda- 
tion, where the deep slurry 
walls still hold back the 
Hudson, there is at least his 
concession to the incapacity of 
architectural   addition.   The 
Rtoet powerful part of his 
design is that in which he has 
done nothing. In the pit, there 
are few flourishes. There is 
only Libeskind's realization 
that the solemn ruins of death 
are made banal by calling 
attention to their architecture. 
But the correct moral deci- 
sion is not always the correct 
aesthetic decision. And in 
libeskind's blueprints for new 
buildings above the place of 
slaughter, the second has been 
mistaken for the first libeskind 
has said the site was "a place of 
mourning a place of sadness, 
where so many people were 
murdered and died." He is 
exactly right. He has also said 
that he wanted his design for 
the World Trade Center site to 
be "something that is outward, 
forward-looking, optimistic, 
exciting." He is exactly wrong. 
The danger qf rebuilding on 
th* ground at Ground Zero is to 
forget that it is not ground. As 
Leon Wieseltier describes n, 
"There was no soil in this place. 
What they were moving was the 
substance that was formed out 
of the dissolution of everything 
and everybody that had been 
crushed and incinerated: a 
deathloam." Creating a beauti- 
ful, used, lived-in building over 
Ground Zero is more than a 
physical erasure of the tragedy, 
it is an erasure of our public 
memory. It veneers over death. 
It treats the "deathloam" as soil 
for a new foundation. 
Again, it is not that 
I ibeskind's design is not 
masterful. He has fulfilled his 
commitment to optimism. 
The hope with which his 
design reaches upwards, sit- 
ting like the curled hand of 
God around the footprint of 
the two towers, its index 
finger stretching toward 
the sky-taller indeed, than 
any building in the world, 
save a few telecommunica- 
tion towers — is important, 
even necessary in what is to 
be our revisioning of 
Manhattan. In another place 
Libeskind's design would be 
truly a Yad Vashem, a memo- 
rial and a monument. But it is 
toweringly inappropriate in 
its current location. 
In this way, the ground at 
the feet of the World Trade 
Center deserves so much less 
than Libeskind's fiercely beau- 
tiful vision, his floating 1775- 
foot spire, his hanging gardens. 
1-ess ornament, less grace, less 
.ot For people were not buried 
there, they were slaughtered. 
At the location of such a 
tragedy, no memorial for the 
victims can speak beyond the 
site's capacity for speech, no 
monument to the heroes can be 
more than distraction. 
Economic realities demand 
that there be some reconstruc- 
tion of the 11.5 million square 
feet of office space lost when 
the towers were laid low. But 
why not a built-over West 
Street, or elsewhere in the large 
stretches of t-ower Manhattan 
that could be redeveloped? 
Indeed, why it was necessary 
to build on the 16 acres whose 
very ground is death, seems to 
follow not the ration of the dol- 
lar, but merely the naivete of a 
culture that thinks it can 
erase its lowest moment by 
illuminating its highest. 
But we must recognize both. 
In restoring the World Trade 
Center site to a functional com- 
mercial space, the LMDC has 
guaranteed that New York will 
rise prominently from its ashes. 
In the execution of Libeskind's 
design in its present location, 
we will be reminded of our 
strength, but not our loss. It will 
have artificially filled over the 
empty space that now haunts 
us. The hollow pit that speaks 
for those who were slain, that 
strikes us silent and huddling 
before the enormity of what we 
cannot know and cannot say, 
will disappear 
/mrmy Reff is a columnist for 
The Harvard Crimson. 
APATHY: Foreign 
views misrepresented 
APATHY, from page 7 
ideologies resulted in more trav- 
elers remaining at home. Even 
the Americans that "dared" 
travel to Morocco often mas- 
queraded as Canadians or 
Britons, simply to avoid expect- 
ed hostility I would rather they 
said they were American." 
Lahcen explained, "so 1 knew 
that they cared for Morocco." 
Now, with the potential for war 
on Iraq approaching, many 
Muslims have little to look for- 
ward to but a further decline in 
tourist trades and shifty looks 
when they travel abroad. 
"It's not Americans I hate, 
only violence," Lahcen said. "I 
hope and pray for peace one 
day between all peoples." He 
laced his fingers in a gesture of 
prayer. "That we can live 
together — Americans, 
Moroccans, Jews. Muslims 
and Christi.ms " 
I re.ili/ed as we listened to 
Lahcen that whatever happens 
in the next few days will effect 
not only the West, but people 
such as Ihdina and I aheen and 
the children who begged us for 
pens in Marrakech. It is Je.ir 
that whoever chooses to fight 
this war does not have to direct 
ly bomb Morocco to deeply 
effect the Moroccans or a host of 
other peoples. As Lahcen 
observed, "America does not 
make war on Morocco with 
planes. America makes war on 
Morocco with money." 
I urge you to recognize that 
anti-Americanism does not 
have to become a staple belief in 
the non-Western world, as some 
expect it will, or already has, but 
that the simplistic, macho and 
insular attitude of the West — 
(and do not think that I exclude 
Britain from my allegation — 
continues to assure that it might 
The dichotomies have been 
created crudely: West against 
East, democracy against 
oppression, Christianity against 
Islam. But these dangerous 
simplifications leave little room 
for crucial alternatives. These 
simplifications, for example, 
would not consider that of the 
numerous Moroccans I met in 
only two weeks, none wanted 
war with America. 
In oversimplifying our con- 
cept of the "enemy." as well as 
their beliefs, we have oversim- 
plified ourselves and our beliefs 
Wars constructed on notions of 
class, race and gender fage 
every day pitting American 
against American, and yet 
Americans will stand apparent 
ly united under one flag to fight 
the enemy. Ihdina, Bel and 
Lahcen will become the emim 
simply because we can not 
begin to accept them as friends 
The Moroccans I met exhib- 
ited strength in denying them- 
selves the easy path of feeling 
hatred toward the West and its 
policies In the same way, we 
must be both clever enough, 
and strong enough to push for 
peace, as without serious con- 
sideration for the wide-reach- 
ing results of war, we hang 
ourselves on a rope of para- 
dox. Simply, we will be led out 
with our enemies to fight 
against our brothers. 
David Abbott is  a junior 
studio art mawr 
Does The Breeze want you to be a house edilorial 
cartoonist next year? 
INDUBITABLY! 
f--m.ui brepzedptfhotmatl.com 
Balance all of these Pre-Spring Break programs in YOUR schedule this week! 
The Diet Zone ; Synchronized 
rv i • i_    r      Swimming Clinic": 
Discover which of Learn all Ibout this 
the latest diet and stylish sport and try 
food fads are fact or      :,ul some bask 
p    . techniques.   Register fiction. hv Man I. * 
gfflg^ 
Beach and Sun Safety": Join us 
for a beach game and learn 
how you can stay safe over 
Spring Break! 
CPR Challenge: This Sportsmanship 101*: 
challenge is designed     , Attend this 
to renew American    ..discussion about 
Red ( .■« >ss (PR-PR    Sportsmanship and 
. „,.,,   ,. now it relates to 
certification Register by KClMStC 
larch 3. • VUllness Pa •^w/4r 
Visit us online ai www.jmu.edu/rccreatlon or call the Registration Disk at x8-H7< 
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HOROSCOPES 
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging. 
Today's Birthday (March 3). Changes are under way this year, so pay attention. This isn't a good hiw ID 
be passive. Stay tuned in so that you can keep everything in healthy balance. Your opinion matters, now 
more than ever. Don't keep it to yourself. 
Ariel March 21-April 19 
_.     Today is a 5 - It's OK to be lost in thought 
f^_>> ><" ■< while. Your friends will cover for 
^^r you. You're surrounded by love. 
Taurus April 20-May 20 
Today is an 8 - You can get a lot done 
J^^l with the right team. Focus on the objec- 
^^Wv tive so Ih.ii you can keep others on track 
W And keep control of the money. You're 
the most practical one. 
& 
Gaminl May 21-June 21 
Today is a 6 - Life's more exciting when 
I you're taking a risk. You won't get 
everything right away, but make your 
• intentions known. You could attract a 
collaborator. 
tfti 
Cancer June 22-July 22 
Today is an 8 - You'd probably like to stay 
gone for another day or two, but other 
' work demands your attention. Don't quit 
until you've got next year's income set 
aside. 
Leo July 23-Aug. 22 
—. Today is a 6 - You hate financial hassles. 
■^_) I hey shouldn t apply to you. You should 
^r^^ Ix' able to net whatever you want. And 
maybe you will, eventually, but you 
won't get it all today. 
Virgo Aug. 23-SepI. 22 
* «j_ Today is a 7 - Your partner nearly has 
:&fn everything under control. Don't drift off! 
•MS\ '•>'" re the navigator, .ind your well-cho- 
^i^. sen words will keep everyone on course. 
Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22 
Today is a 7 - Try not to get too frustrat- 
ed if plans go awry. You're better off 
staying flexible, and you're good at that. 
Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
i Today is an 8 - Your resources may not 
extend quite as far as you'd like. Don't 
plunge yourself into debt, even for some- 
thing a loved one wants. It's not worth 
the cost. 
Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
.   Today is a 6 - You're being pressured to 
^m' tell the truth about .1 domestk matter A 
*^*3t change may be required, but this is a 
good time for it. 
Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
__     Today is an 8 - You know something 
•fcT      needs readjustment, but you may not be 
rJAj|* quit* »ure what The key to discovery Is 
lz
*'  listening Give it all the time that it takes. 
Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
•   Today is a 6 - You've been free to draw 
ASjk  castles in the ,iir. but that doesn't work 
mJL    anymore. From now on, gravity had bet- 
Jk  \, ter be included in your calculations. 
Focus on making a crazy scheme pay. 
PIscasFeb. 19-March20 
.      Today is an 8 - Your faith is based on 
i£^| &°°d reasons, and your reasoning comes 
^~y from your faith. Consider the opinions of 
others, too. They may have something 
good to add. 
— tribune Media Services 
Did Mm null /in' Breeze? Try 
iii' w questions m find out! 
i nl com 
- the n 
ki-th.ill i,-.mi |o.i Siliinl.u ' 
Solutions to Last Issue S Puzzle 
A M 0 R 1 A R A 1 1 M 0 s E S L E V I ' 0 N E E V i T A 0 D E S K A N T G u L A G 
H l R E s A N A G R A ■ 
A c r u A L 0 1 L 
™ 
P A L ■ p 0 0 H S ■ l A M Y 
A V A 1 0 T A T 0 R u S 
L A R G E D R A F T H 0 R s E 
I N D E X A G A Fl Y E S 
c N 0 T E I E R A ■ 
E A R R 0 D N A   V E L S ■ C r R E S S T A L 1 A 
F ElR M 1 1 A R 1 A D u E T T R   A P s M A R C E D G Y C E|N s E s T E T S E E R 
CROSSWORD 
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- 
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ACROSS 
1 Slugger Sammy 
5 Buttocks 
9 Slalom turns 
14 Ended 
15 Son of Isaac 
16 Old as new 
again 
17 Subway series 
19 Be of profit 
20 PC key 
21 Singer Kitt 
23 Observed 
24 Marries 
25 Mariner's org. 
27 City near 
Rawalpindi 
30 British meals 
35 Worship 
36 School of 
whales 
37 Of a unit of 
resistance 
38 Reiner and 
Jung 
39 Miller play,"_ 
My Sons" 
40 Ancient Greek 
marketplace 
41 By Jove! 
42 Mediocre 
grade 
43 Afterwards 
44 Treats after 
eats 
46 Target sighters 
47 Language 
ending 
48 Take a powder 
49 Disparaging 
remark 
52 Native New 
Zealanders 
55 Globe 
58 Lukewarm 
60 Reggie 
Jackson 
62 Diner diner 
63 Lion's pride 
64 Yes indeed, 
Maria 
65 Matter-of-fact 
66 Pioneer U.S. 
auto maker 
67 End of din? 
DOWN 
1 Forage crop 
2 Ellipsoid 
3 E-mailed 
4 Two-by-two 
canoe? 
5 Created anew 
6 PC operators 
7 Groening or 
Damon 
8 Blackjack draw 
9 Period 
10 Decider in 24D, 
sometimes 
11 Remain 
12 Pennsylvania 
port 
13 Marketed 
18 Clairvoyants 
22 Summer mo. 
24 Fall classic 
26 Most 
dangerously 
unnavigable 
27 Tied, as shoes 
28 Old saying 
29 Round dances 
30 Doughnut 
centers 
31 Inactive 
32 Get all 
melodramatic 
33 Broadcaster 
34 Wound marks 
36 Solemn 
agreement 
45 "Losing My 
Religion" group 
46"_ 
Restaurant" 
48 Fern leaf 
49 Instructions 
unit 
50 Cordelia's 
father 
51 As far as 
53 Rounds or clips 
54 Dental exam? 
55 Final notice, 
briefly 
56 Take five 
57 French cheese 
59 Arid 
61 Full of: suff. 
1 
I i 
Dave is upset. 
Dave is really upset. 
Dave waited too long before signing his 
lease at South View Apartments and 
his space was leased to someone else. 
We called Dave several times and he kept 
telling us he'd be in but he never made it 
We did the best we could for Dave and 
found a nice apartment for him but 
it wasn't his first choice. 
Don 't get stuck like Dave. 
Come if} to sign your lease while you 
still have choices. 
—'     BH 
Mi 
The Commons, South View and Stone Gate Apartments 
,,urry on in before it s toe late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! 
Sign a lease with The Commons. South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get 
FREE Iocs  tfl oohone service. FREE ethernet. and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year! 
The Commons South View 
II     *   IJMJ 
TM   I I 
Stone Gate 
Hi  Htm 
III   MAI 
Office Hours 
Monday - Friday 
8:30-5:30 
1068 N Lois Lane 
432-0600 
www.lbjlimited.com 
Focus 
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Give it up for 
Students take stage, limelight for 
their three minutes of fame 
Story by senior writers Lucia Lodato and Lauren York • Graphics by art director Nate Tharp 
Singing in the shower in the pri- 
vacy of one's own home is one 
thing. Getting on stage and belt- 
ing out one's favorite song in 
front of an audience is a differ- 
ent story. Karaoke nights can provide 
entertaining evenings filled with laugh- 
ter, especially for those seeking their 
three minutes of fame. 
Karaoke is a Japanese abbreviated com- 
pound word. "Kara" comes from "karap- 
po," meaning empty, and "oke" is the 
abbreviation of "okesutura," or orchestra, 
according to wwwMaraoke.com. 
Tales about the birth of karaoke are 
varied, but the most common story is 
that it originated in Kobe, Japan in the 
1970s, according to umrw.karaokemusic- 
player.com. Apparently, a snack bar owner 
prepared tapes Of accompaniment 
recordings when a performer fell ill so 
CtMtOflMfl could sing along to the musk 
Since then, karaoke has become widely 
commercialized and is a popular form of 
entertainment for Japanese businessmen 
who, after work, relax, have a drink and 
sing with their colleagues, according to 
wwwMaraokescenccom. 
"From its early origins on tape, karaoke 
moved into CDs, finally incorporating 
videos and graphics along with on-screen 
text prompts 
for those [ 
unsure of the I 
song words," 
according to I 
wurw.karaoke-1 
mfo.co.uk. 
Although I 
its origin I 
and popu-l 
larity began! 
in Japan,! 
karaoke has 
spread increasingly across the globe, 
according to www.karaokt.com. 
Portable karaoke machines are avail- 
able for the true enthusiast. For those 
who don't find a personal machine nec- 
essary, but still enjoy singing a song or 
two, bars and clubs across the United 
States offer karaoke. 
The Harrisonburg area has a number of 
bars that feature special karaoke evenings 
various nights of the week. 
Different groups of people join togeth- 
er to form a supportive crowd, cheering 
for each of the participants who take the 
stage, no matter what the outcome. While 
there are performers who appear to have 
some vocal talent and singing experience, 
others can at least carry a tune. However, 
there an' always some performances that 
can be painful to listen to. Many singers 
have their favorite songs already picked 
•I • 
out that they always sing, 
but there are also  those 
who brave the stage four 
to five times a night tak 
ing a stab at several dif- 
ferent musical genres. 
Senior        Dwi; 
Brown,   a   frequeh 
karaoke singer, said, 
"I   did   [Michael 
Jackson's]   'Billy 
Jean'   this past 
week [at Buffalo 
Wild Wings] and 
I think that's my 
new favorite." 
Brown   said   he   thinks 
what's best about karaoke is that no 
matter what the song, one gets to feel like 
that song's performer. 
Senior Jessi Fulton likes watching other 
people sing karaoke but didn't enjoy 
singing herself as much as she expected. 
"I've done it and I've hated it. 1 didn't know 
that 1 did not know all the words," she said. 
But I like watching to see what other peo- 
ple pick and consider 'fun' songs." 
Considering karaoke often takes place in 
bars, many of those who partake have been 
consuming alcoholic beverages. Tne low- 
ered inhibitions appear to give more singers 
the confidence they need to 
take the stage, get over the 
fright of singing in front of 
strangers and worse, the peo- 
ple they see every day. 
"In order to sing 
karaoke well, I think it 
helps to be intoxicated," 
senior Kelly Voets said. 
Country music songs, 
with both fast and slow tem- 
pos, seem to be a popular 
pick for the older crowds 
with Tone Loc's "Funky Cold Medina" 
sliding in occasionally. The younger 
crowds stuck with old favorites such as 
Cyndi Lauper's "Girls Just Want To Have 
Fun" and B-52's "Love Shack." "It seems 
like students mostly sing in groups, 
while the older crowd is more likely to 
sing solos," junior Mitchell West said. 
Alston's Pub has karaoke Tuesday 
and Thursday nights from 9:30 p.m. to 
around 1:15 a.m with no cover charge 
"Karaoke at Alston's is the best," West 
said. "The performers and audience are 
always very enthusiastic there, especial- 
ly with country songs." 
Buffalo   Wild   Wings  offers   karaoke 
Thursdays from 8 to 10 pm with no cover 
charge Ashley Johnson, front of house man- 
ager, said, "It's usually a pretty big 
crowd, but we're not to capaci- 
ty."      Johnson     said 
karaoke 
nights seem 
to be more popular 
in the warmer months 
because more people want to get out of the 
house. He said the group at BW3s is a mix- 
ture of both local residents and students. 
"Usually younger crowds come in for birth- 
days," Johnson said. 
Brown, an employee at BW36, said, "I 
sing to loosen everyone up. They see the 
door guy up there and then they feel more 
comfortable doing it." 
Northern Exposure features karaoke 
Friday nights from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. and 
has no cover charge. The restaurant has a 
diverse crowd of local students and resi- 
dents. The waiters and other employees 
occasionally take the stage and sing a 
few songs. Manager Kevin Sehachter 
said, "We encourage (the staff to sing]; it 
helps get the crowd going early in the 
evening." Friday night, one saddened 
employee sang a tribute to Mr. Rogers 
with "Won't You Be My Neighbor." 
Biltmore Grill offers karaoke Friday 
nights from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. with no cover 
charge. Manager Dan Casey said the crowd 
is diverse and the restaurant gets busy on 
karaoke nights. 
Senior Shannon Armstrong has 
been to Alston's a few times and 
Biltmore once for karaoke. "Both 
were fun because everyone gets so 
involved and it's cool because it's 
so many different groups of people all hav- 
ing a good time together," she said. 
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Are you computer sawy? 
The Breeze is still hiring. 
Web Positions available 
PLEASE SUBMIT 
cover letter 
resume 
5 samples (if possible) 
to Drew Wilson, editor in chief 
by Wed., March 5 
MARCH 13-15, 2003 
REGENT UNIVERSITY 
PREVIEW WEEKEND 
SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION & THE ARTS 
MEET CURRENT STUDENTS, FACULTY AND ADMISSIONS STAFF 
AND TOUR THE NEW MEDIA AND PERFORMING ARTS CENTER 
VISIT US DURING 
PREVIEW WEEKEND 
AND SI I WHY 
REGENT UNIVERSITY 
IS ONE OF THE 
FASTEST-GROWING 
GRADUATE SCHOOLS 
IN Tin: WORLD. 
COSTS: 
• A si35 REGISTRATION PACKAGE (PER 
PERSON) IM I.I Di,s A LIGHT RECEPTION 
ON THURSDAY NIGHT, THREE MEALS 
()\ FRIDAY, BREAKFAST ON SATURDAY 
AND LODGING FOR THURSDAY AND 
FRIDAY NIGHTS ON CAMPUS AT 
Tin: FOUNDERS INN. 
• A $59 PACKAGE It* I.I DISOINPEJU N< E 
AND MEAU WITH NO LODGING. 
TRANSPORTATION: 
Till   UNTVl RSnVs loi MDBRS INN 
LOCATED ON CAMPUS Wax GLADLY 
PROVIDE ROUND TRJI> SHUTTLE SERVH E 
FOR You FROM NORFOLK INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT, OR THK NORFOLK GREYHOI \I> 
BUSTKRMIN \L. 
WHO SHOULD ATTEND? 
JUNIOR.*, & SENIORS INTBRI MI D IN \ 
GRADUATE DEGRI I INTHB 
COMMI NICATION ARTS: 
♦TELEVISION 
♦FILM 
♦THEATRE 
♦ANIMATION 
♦JOURNALISM 
♦COMMI NI< \IK.\ SII DM - 
COME PREVIEW THE FUTURE 
OF MEDIA EDUCATION IN A 
CHRISTIAN ENVIRONMENT. 
REGENT 
UNIVERSITY 
UXO RKD.T UNMRJ-n DBI\T. VRN1 Bl « M, VA 2.H6LW0 
757.226.4018 • Fax 757.226.4039 
E-mail: preview@regent.edu 
www.regent.edu/preview 
STYLE ■ Groucho brings vaudeville to JMU Frank Ferrante performed as the legendary Groucho Marx in Wilson Hall Friday night. Sec story page 14 
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"It is different — I can't think of anyone today who uses 
a drum machine, besides boy bands. But it provides a 
challenge to keep up the energy that drums give." 
HUNTER CHRISTY 
junior 
SM story below 
minus ((K'RTFSY OF Unit Shut 
(Above, loft to right) Junior Hunter Christy, sophomore Mark Shue and Junior Jack Sheehan are 
The Sad Uves of the Hollywood Lovers and will perform at Malnstreet Bar and Grill Wednesday. 
Glimpse into 
The Sad Lives of 
the Hollywood 
I     Lovers... 
as it prepares to start 
revolution for local music scene 
BY BRENNA WALTON 
Uylg editor 
Born out ota desire to bring 
.in original edge to the local 
music scene, The Sad Lives of 
the 1 lollywood Lovers will per- 
form its first live performance as 
headlinersat Mainstreet Bar and 
Grill Wednesday night 
Formed in Sept. 2002 and 
having released a record in Dec. 
2002, junior Hunter Christy, 
sophomore Mark Shue and jun- 
ior Jack Sheehan have com- 
bined thtir musical back- 
grounds to create a "hybrid of 
influences'" that is The Sad 
Lives of the 1 lollywood Lovers' 
lound, according to Shue. 
Christy and Shue share the 
vocal duties, with Shue on gui- 
tar, Sheehan on bass guitar and 
Christy on synthesizer, or drum 
machine, respectively. Chnst\ 
said he feels that a synthesizer 
adds to the live performance. 
"It is different — I can't think 
of anyone today who uses a 
drum machine, besides boy 
bands But it provide*- a chal- 
lenge to keep up the energy ih.H 
drums     give,"      he      said. 
Besides the synthesizer, the 
band Btandl out in that rather 
than having a predominantly 
Huit.ir-dnven sound. each 
instrument is given equal repre- 
sentation, according to C h 
AKo. the Kind has two 
singers, neither of which would 
be characterized as the lead 
singer Christy said it helps 
break   thr  audience's   idea  of 
what the singer is thinking 
"It allows us to be open 
and contradict ourselves," 
Christy said. 
Each band member brings a 
different element to the group as 
a result of previous band experi- 
ences. Christ)' comes from "the 
school of dream-pop melodic 
sound," while Shue's back- 
ground is more hardcore and 
Sheehan is well-versed in punk 
and ska. Christ)' calls it, "a sort of 
updated new wave." Their influ- 
ences are bands like The Smiths, 
The Cure and Depeche Mode. 
Shue attributes the Mainstreet 
headline to the fact that they 
"put out a good record." The 
band's EP, "Contradictions and 
Telelictions," currently is avail- 
able at Plan 9 music stores and 
www.cdbabycomAovers, where 
one also can listen to samples 
ot its music 
"We did it backwards, 
going from studio to live. 
After writing the material, we 
had to find a way to apply it 
to music," Shue said. 
Christy said, "People asked 
how we would do it live after 
hearing our music and we think 
they'll be pleasantly surprised." 
The Sad Lives of the 
Hollywood Lovers practice 
three to four times a week at a 
rehearsal space in Staunton, 
honing their performing skills 
The songwriting process usu- 
ally takes place during 
rehearsals with the members 
playing off each other. 
"One of us will come up 
with a line and the others will 
give their two cents. Most stuff 
comes from rehearsing and 
building on that By the end, the 
first line usually doesn't make 
sense," Sheehan said. 
Christy added, "It will be a 
different live show — there are 
no guitar solos. We're not fool- 
ing around though, we're very 
serious about this, which is not 
to say we're not going to rock 
out and have fun" 
Although the drum machine 
will give the audience the 
opportunity to dance, Shue said 
that does not mean the band 
should be regarded as pop. 
"We don't write pop songs, 
mere's sctmething more under- 
neath," 9iue said. 
Even though the members of 
The Sad Lives of the Hollywood 
Lovers are not planning a career 
as pop stars, they have managed 
to come up with a glamourous 
name and chose to keep the 
meaning a little mysterious. 
"In more or less words, it 
was the only thing that seemed 
to fit," Christy said. 
The Youngers and The John 
Moossa Band will open for The 
Sad Lives of the Hollywood 
Lovers Wednesday night at 
Mainstreet Bar and Grill. There 
will be a $5 cover charge and the 
doors will open at 8:30 p.m. 
For more information about 
The Sad Lives of the 
Hollywood Lovers, .go to 
www. mekdicbox.com. 
ijh ibhe suh/rbs 
Is Spring 
exception 
BY LAUREN YORK 
senior writer 
As another Spring Break 
approaches, couples will part 
ways for the week and head 
to different tropical destina- 
tions. Some say you never 
should go on Spring Break 
with your boyfriend or girl- 
friend because il could be 
detrimental to your relation- 
ship. With so many fresh 
faces wearing next lo noth- 
ing, everyone is eager to 
make new friends, lealous 
tempers could flare — and 
besides, people should spend 
Spring Break with their 
friends, not pretending to be 
on a honeymoon. 
But what happens when you 
are dating someone and you're 
separated by hundreds of 
miles? Does the old "different 
zip code rule" come into play? 
— If you're not in the same zip 
code, whatever happens doesn't 
matter, much less get back to thr 
other person. Is a harmless kiss 
really that harmless? 
According to the Feb. 27 
Cavalier Daily, a University of 
California-Los Angeles study 
SARAH STANITZV.ip/uci tjiun 
Break an 
to rule? 
found, "Those in love are actual- 
ly less likely to act on their lustful 
desires." But on the other hand 
the study reported, 'That befell 
in a relationship increases one's 
feelings of lust for another.'' 
A senior said, "1 am a firm 
believer in the different aim 
codes, and well I don't even 
know if they have area codes in 
Acapulco." He went on to explain 
that once alcohol is thrown into 
the mix, anything goes. 
"After 10 lx>ng Island iced 
teas, I won't be able to ruiu-m- 
ber my own name, let alone 
remember to tell my girlfriend I 
cheated on her," he said 
Another senior claims U'$ 
harmless up to a certain extent. 
She said that she has che IN I on 
Spring Break trips in the past 
and that she'd never tell. 
"Everyone's out drinking 
and dancing and it just hap- 
pens I'm not married; there's no 
ring on my finger." 
Similarly, a senior admitted 
to cheating on her boyfriend 
during a past Spring Break in 
Acapulco. "I met a guy on the 
plane and we just clicked . We 
see SPRING, page 14 
Madison Project hosts South's top six 
BY CAILIN MONAHAN 
contributing writer 
Those hxtking for an enter- 
tainment alternative Saturday 
night could be found at the 
Southern regional a capella 
semifinal competition in the 
College Center Grand Ballroom. 
The display of talent was 
extraordinary, and each group 
offered a unique performance for 
the audience with their indivual- 
ized costumes. The Southern 
senutmalist groups represented 
at the competition consisted of 
co-ed, all-male and all-female 
groups: Elon College's Twisted 
Measure, University of North 
( arohna at Greensboro s 
Sp.irtones, Florida State 
I niwTsity's All Might Yahtzee, 
Clemson University's Hoamac 
North Carolina State University's 
Grains of Time and Universih of 
Virginia's Sirhooettes. 
Three days prior to the com- 
petition, it was revealed that CBS 
had contacted the International 
Championship of Goflaajeta A 
( api'll.i organization stating they 
would follow the Southern 
Regional winners all the way to 
the final competition in New 
York and do a story on the group. 
According to South 
Producer Thomas King, the 
ICC A is the premiere showcase 
for college ,i cappeflj groups 
around the United States 
Madison Project, the old- 
est group in the region, 
were asked to host this 
year's competition. 
"By not performing in the 
competition we.ire able toexpe 
rience the event from a different 
perspective and have the oppor- 
tunity to observe and learn 
things from quality perform- 
'« 
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AMY PATERSOWstaffphtUfftrupher 
The top six college a capella group* In the South competed at the regional semifinal 
hosted by Madison Project In the College Center Orand Ballroom Saturday night. 
aid junior Matt Harrison, 
a member of Madison pfloJK I 
S\ groups competed for the 
top honor — an invitation to 
perform fan the Bnaai competi- 
tion at New York City1 Beacon 
Theatre April 26. 
According to King, scores 
were based 50 percent on per- 
forrnance and SO percent on 
musical ability. Performance 
consisted ot ease Ofl stage, ON 
turning, professionalism and 
how well they entertained the 
audience). Musicality was 
based on pitch, range, blend, 
dynamics and soloists 
Most of the groups choaj 
m OgnJaUeaongl for their per- 
formance Grams of limes 
"Sixty Minute Man" was a 
crowd pissflec ls well as the 
Sp.irtones'       rendition       of 
N*SYNC's "Gone " The soloists 
did each song fuetfea 
Each group Kid great stage 
presence and the amount of 
work they put into their perform- 
ance was obvious. Tigeroar, from 
Clemson University, was first to 
perform and did a wonderful job 
of integrating great choreogra- 
phy with their singing They 
also were the only group to have 
a substantial costume change, 
although it was )ust the pealing 
off of sweatshirts. 
"All the groups were impres- 
sive, but 1 really thought North 
Carolina University Grains of 
Time was going to win. They 
had the best voices," sophomore 
F.nn Hamelman said 
Florida State's All Night 
Yahtzee ended its performance 
with a great version of Will 
Smith's "Nod Your Head," and 
fittingly finished with the whole 
group putting on sunglasses just 
like Will Smith always wore in 
the "Men in Black" movies. 
"All the members in our group 
suggest songs, we choose our 
favorites, but the musical director 
has the final decision," SU'hooettes 
member Melody Akhavan said. 
"Abo, soloists audition for the 
whole group and tlwn leave the 
room while the other members 
decide on who deserves it 
Although Madison. Project 
did not compete in the competi- 
tion, they did perform while the 
judges deliberated 
Third place went to the 
Sil'hooettes, second place went 
to Tvvisted Measure and first 
place went to Grains of Time, 
which performed a final song. 
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Stellar performances save amateur 
screenplay of 'Life of David Gale' 
BY TRAVIS CLlNGENPi-.kL 
senior writer 
In Tin' life of David 
Gak'" thi' titular character, 
portrayed by Kevin Space] 
("K-PAX"), rinds himself on 
death row for the brutal rape 
and murder of Constance 
Harraway (l.aura l.inney, 
"The Mothman Prophetic- i. 
a colleague of Gale''- in 
Doathwatch, an anti-capital 
punishment lobby group. 
After years of silence on 
death row, Gale calls upon 
journalist Bitsey Bloom (Kate 
Winslet, "Titanic") to uncover 
the truth about the crime in 
the three days before hi- exe- 
cution. Spaccy, Winslet and 
Linney do end up laving 
something — a movie whose 
script at times indulges the 
amateurish    tendencies    of 
first-time KNenwrittr 
Charles Randolph. 
Bloom joias Gale on death 
r..u ,m each of the final dace 
days befon his achsdtuad an 
cuttoAi whan through i Nrin 
of flashbacks, Gale expbrim his 
rental of the truth about the 
events leading up to 
Harraway's murder. Bloom 
becomes convinced of Gale'i 
innocence and struggles to 
expose the conspiracy behind 
the faulty conviction. 
The ending feeds the 
audience a series of twists 
th.it, although ham-handedlv 
presented, do make for an 
interesting plot. What is frus- 
trating is that the last in this 
CINEMA SCOOP 
War movie loses battle to 
keep viewer's attention 
"THE LIFE OF DAVID GALE' 
STARRING: 
KEVIN SPACEY AND 
LAURA LINNEY 
RATED: R 
RUNNING TIME: 
130 MINUTES 
line-up of revelations com- 
pletely undermines the point 
of the film. Randolph certain- 
ly believe-, tins movie is 
staunchly opposed to capital 
punishment, but his final 
revelation to the audience is 
a misguided attempt to 
shock the less-than-attentive 
viewer. It undermines the 
entire anti-death penalty 
stance of the film 
Saving     the     amateurish 
finale are the performances b) 
a  trio of  extremely  talented 
actors  Spacey,  Wfnslel and 
linney all put in worthy 
efforts with a script that .it 
times has its characters doing 
some l-i/.irre things I innev m 
particular stands out, turning 
in a sublime and suhtle per- 
formance as the plain-Jane but 
p.i—lonate ll.irraway. 
As     the     brilliant     but 
maligned philosophy profes- 
sor David Gale, Spacey turns 
in an expected ly adept per- 
formance,   even   if  the  cod- 
dling of his son did come 
a-ross as a bit awkward 
Winslet's portrayal of Bloom 
became the most one-dimen- 
sional of the three at times 
but still held strong despite 
the transparent writing of the 
character by Reynolds. 
Directed by Alan Parker 
("Midnight Express"!, "The 
life of David Gale" incor- 
porates much of Parker's 
over-used flash style Why 
the transition scenes 
between flashback and the 
present had to incorporate 
these flashing, obnoxious 
shots of words written in 
various mediums is unex- 
plained, most likely because 
they are an obtrusive, 
unnecessary addition 
Despite a script that 
should have had the last five 
pages ripped off, "The Life of 
David Gale"  still  manages 
-ome grace thanks to its skill- 
ful performances. Spacey, 
Winslet and l.inney thankful- 
ly prevent this one Irom get- 
ting put in the chair. 
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Feeling Stylish today? 
Why not write lor Style'.' 
Contact Brcnna at xS-3151 
or breezestyle@hotmail.com 
BY MKRI PRICK 
contributing writer 
If then' is absolutely nothing 
to do and one would like to kill 
four hours some evening, then 
"Gods and Generals," Ron 
Maxwell's screen adaptation ot 
Jeff Shaara's best-selling nov el, is 
the best plan of action. However, 
one would probably prefer to 
stay in and stare at the wall. 
In this prequel to Maxwell's 
acclaimed film, "Gettysburg," 
the viewers are taken through 
the early years of the Civil War, 
between 1861 and 1863, begin- 
ning after Fort Sumter and cli- 
maxing with the Battle ol 
Chancellorsville — three 
painstaking hours after the 
film's beginning. 
The film portrayed war 
hen>es from both the North 
and the South, focusing par- 
ticularly on Joshua 
Chamberlain (Jeff Daniels, 
'Tle.is.intville") of the Union 
Army and Robert E. Lee 
(Robert Duvall, "John Q") and 
Thomas "Stonewall" Jackson 
(Stephen Lang, "Fire Down 
Below") of the Confederacy. 
Daniels portrays Chamberlain 
as an academic who drops his 
teaching career at Maine's 
Ikiwdtiin College to enlist in the 
Unkm army The film shows his 
progression to become one of the 
greatest military leaders of the 
North. As for the South, Duvall 
portrays lee's historical dik-mma 
ot crxxising loyalty to his home 
state of Virginia over his allegiance 
to the nation The bearded Ling 
fits the role of Jackson, Lee's most 
trusted general, portraying his 
taith in God that appears to pro 
v iik- him his strong* on the bat- 
tlefield as he defends the South. 
While cast members dis- 
play general acting ability, 
they failed to live up to their 
potential in this tedious and 
contusing sequence of overly 
"CODS AND GENERALS' 
STARRING: 
JEFF DANIELS AND 
ROBERT DUVALL 
RATED: PG-13 
RUNNING TIME: 
229 MINUTES 
dramatic battle-, bltenpeMd 
with domestic scorn's ,iml 
choral music. 
The issue of sl.iven was not 
included to the extent it should 
to be a film about the Civil War. 
Only two black ch.ir.icters for- 
mally an' introduced, one -law 
and OM tnv man, both on the 
side   of   the   Confederacy 
Intend* one of the main 
motives of the film seemed to be 
to advocate the Southern cauee. 
The battle scenes that made 
up the majority of the movie 
seemed to be reasonably well 
executed, though mind-numb- 
tngafta being draped through 
the    battles    of    Manatee*, 
Fn*dericksburg,C luikelloiswllo 
and numemns othtt skirmishes. 
Aside from the battles, there is 
little else •;> My for the movie, 
[ht'rv is too great a cast of too 
minor characters, and tin.* major 
ones seemed too staged and 
poetic in their pre-battle nene 
soliloquies to rx-.ilK accomplish 
a sense of character 
For those who aren't into 
war movies to begin with, this 
one proved even more excruci- 
ating than most. While it was- 
n't a total waste ot time — any- 
one who has an American his- 
tory midterm coming up will 
be prepared to answer anv 
questions concerning the Civil 
War — it is still suggested to 
spend those four hours raid- 
ing your history textbook 
tntttad Bvtai that might be- 
more interesting. 
,$TYI 
BREAK: 
Students 
debate 
cheating 
STVNO .from page 13 
only kissed, but I told my 
boyfriend a few days after we got 
back." They didn't break up, but 
-he sai,l it look him I link' whit 
to gel past it and to get their rela- 
tionship back to normal. 
Then there are those who truly 
are dedicated to their current rela- 
tionships and wouldn't cheat. 
"Wanner weather and , 
change ol so-norv are no bast 
lor compmmising trust in a rela 
tionship," a senior said. 
Another senior said, "If you 
love someone, you wouldn't 
want to hurt them like that. You 
have to keep in mind the years 
that you could spend with somi- 
one in comparison with a one 
night stand on Spring Break ■ 
But what happens when the 
double standard is introduced 
and     a     would-be    cheate 
bea*rt0tttt cheated? 
"I would want to know it 
my girlfriend cheated," a senior 
said. "Cheating is wrong no 
matter what, so where you did u 
doeai'l mailer' 
Another senior, who would 
have no problem cheating his 
quite a different attitude about his 
girlfriend cheating on him. "I'd 
rather not even know, but if I did 
find out I'd drop her like a bag nt 
bricks," he said. 
Most seem to think thev 
wouldn't want to know. "It would 
make me nauseous," a senior said 
"Kissing is harmless, but tliere s ,i 
fine line between cheating ami 
really messing up a relationship 
The emotional burden M CUV 
in differently on everyone. Some' 
do and always will cheat and 
think nothing of it. Others may 
mess up oncv and never do it 
again. Whatever your stance :i\ 
the is-ue. remember that jnut 
decision does not affect only MI 
and it'sagood idea to be sure you 
can handle the potential aim 
math If you are in a relationship 
and you find yourself wanting to 
act on a wondering eye, then per 
haptyou should reexamm. \.«- 
current situation. 
Rockingham Medical Center 
Now Accepting Walk Ins! 
Urgent Care 
General Medical Care 
Lab/EKG 
Sutures/Workers Comp 
Primary Care 
Blood Work-Ups • Pap Smears 
Prostate Exams • Mood Disorders 
Womens Health • Hypertension 
DOT, Sport & School Physicals 
Immunizations • Pediatrics 
j2*    °292     .    ^ ItigliS^tarrisonbu^^ 
New Patients Welcome 
Get Ready for Spring Break! 
far ac( h«r« 
Br***t Mwftjng 
433-3322 
and 
564 - 2770 
Candie's Spa 
THE LOOK 
ProfenionmJ 
HAIRSTYLINC • TANNING • NAILS • DAY SPA A MASSAGE 
Comer of Unnwiity BM 
•Ad Rtwooer & 
(AcroM from Shewa) 
W»fcmg Dtuanca from 
SunChtM, Scone Gau. Btua R>df* 
Potom*< ft ChcupMkc 
Charlottesville's Favorite Restaurant 
Now in Harrisonburg 
Highlights $40 
Full Body 
Masuge »" 
Haircut 110 
lOTanningVisltjfor 
$30 and get i_ 
more FREE- 
Perm,   $3$ 
The world's most compact full-featured notebook. 
FREE Soft Drink 
with any 
HalrSrvk, 
The new 12" PowerBoOkt UnU. oth.r convKtnof.booRt.nOTythmgk 
bu.ll M Lit* • bluing G4 mentor. tupar<rnp 11' dUolly I MM > 7MI. llol load 
Ct>bumlncytM>l»aylng Combo om*«»l -mjraMIMtoom Ptuta balmy rh* Ian 
up to S Noun M lorneM* mpnwrt ««o ■ uunmng Irtttm th.fi MM I r turn 
UUMI 311 On. I lt.no.tw,, VA 2W07 I S»SM 3—9 I ,_ ,[ T..||li 
Tomorrow Night 
Get fat m fat {^uesdaij 
March 4, 2003 
It may not be the French Quarter 
but who can tell the difference? 
St. Patrick* Day Celebration, Monday March 17th 
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 Word 
Go to the Web forum on 
The Breeze Web site 
www.thebreeze.org 
ALL FILMS $2.50 
NO B00KBAGS 
ALLOWED MARCH #M0VIES^ 
Wednesday    Thursday 
For more information, call the movieline at x86723 or check out upb.jmu.edu 
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Giggles with Groucho 
BY NATHAN CHMANTH I \ 
contributing writer 
People Irom K to HO years 
old joined Frank Ferrante 
with his portrayal of the leg- 
endary comic Groucho Marx 
Friday night in Wilson Hall 
in "An Fvening with 
Groucho.' sponsored bv the 
College of Arts & letter- 
Armed with piano player 
Jim Furmston, ,1 pith helmet 
and a chair and sofa, 
Perrante tranefonned into 
t iroudho for the evening with 
not much more than a little 
gveaie p.iint mustache nmi .i 
big brown cigar. 
rheahow began with songs 
from Groucho's different 
movie*. including "Duck 
Soup" and "Animal Crackers 
then moved into a series of 
tokos from that given mov ir 
However, this was much 
more   than    a    rivnactment 
show; Ferrante also threw in 
his own comedy as he was 
quick to lob jokes at Furston as 
well as members of the audi- 
ence, often leaving the stage to 
interact with them His 
remarks, while they were still 
C iroucho-esque in nature, were 
not direct quotes. 
Ferrante found out that the 
front row was full of art proio-.- 
sors and quickly began ripping 
on them. "You see, electrician, 
train conductor, these are good 
steady jobs where you have to 
actually sweat to make a liv- 
ing," Ferrante said. However, 
not all of Ferrante's jokes were 
a hit with the audience and he 
was certainly the first to point 
this out, turning a potential 
failure into another |0M 
"An Evening With 
Groucho" produced an aura of 
anarchical comedy that had 
made Groucho famous. Some 
say he tested logical thinking 
of the rime and made mov u-s 
that did not have morals, but 
instead provided a good laugh. 
Ferrante successfully took 
on the role of Marx. He present- 
ed his real to life character with 
an audience that laughed and 
clapped for most of the night. 
"IThe show was] very 
accurate," freshman Tony 
Christ said. "I really enjoyed 
hearing all the jokes from the 
movies. I have seen Ferrante 
on PBS, but he is much better 
live, for on television you do 
not sec the audience partici 
pation nearly as much." 
The show is solidly con- 
structed in time-tested 
humor. Ferrante stays true to 
the spirit and delivery of 
Groucho, as well as having 
skillful piano accompani- 
ment on the part of 
Furmston. 
MORGAN MBHUmfpl 
Frank Ferranta performs as legendary comedian Groucho Marx Friday night In Wilson Hall. 
Saying 'goodbye' to those beautiful days in the neighborhood 
BY FRBD BARBASH 
The Wa\lumii(>n rOSt 
For M yean, without tail, 
Frvd Rogers put on his swi\iti*r, 
changed into his inrafcm, 
looked mil bora the TV screen 
and said to each small child, 
"You're special." 
It's a sad day in Mr. 
Rogers' neighborhood for 
the 74 year-old died of can- 
cer Thursday. 
Fred Rogers produced "Mr. 
Rogers' Neighborhood" from 
1%7 to 2001. It's still on TV in 
re-run; What made it special 
is that Fred Rogers used the 
show to help kids feel good 
about themselves. 
Mr. Rogers talked simplv 
and slowly. On a day like may 
he might have said: "Can you 
say the word g* •<>,)!' 
He talked about simple 
things that mattered to voung 
children. He once did a show 
about learning to go to the bath- 
room. "When children first st.irt 
trying to go to the potty, they 
may find it hard to get there on 
time," he said on that program. 
"And everyone needs help from 
time to time " 
He began each  program 
by singing. "It's a beautiful 
day in this neighborhood." 
Then he might take us on a 
ride in his toy trolley and 
introduce his puppets, such 
as King Friday. Sometimes he 
had guests Sometimes he 
told ItOliM 
I It created most of the show 
himselt He wrote songs. He 
wrote the scripts. He was the 
voice of many of the puppets. 
He made sure the program 
moved slowly. Unlike 
"Sesame Street," which came 
along five years after "Mr. 
Rogers'        Neighborhood," 
there were no fast-paced film 
clips and no .artoons 
Unlike    many    children's 
shows "Mr. Ri 
Neighborhood" had no hidden 
jokes for gown-up-* 
His goal he once said, was to 
talk din\tl\ to each child as it 
that child WCR their in the 
room with him He wanted to 
make each child feel proud. 
"There's only one person in the 
world like you," he hold GVtn 
child wakhing liim on televi- 
sion And millions ot kuK 
watched Mr. Rogers every day. 
The wav lie talked caused 
older children and M>me gmwn- 
Upa to poke fun at him. But Mr. 
Rogers  didn't care.   He  didn't 
i the show to pk-ase adults. 
By sticking to his own Ideal. 
he became famous One oi hto 
nvaaten If IB Ihe Smithsonian 
unworn collection ( omedwn- 
(including Eddie Murphv on 
Siturday Night Live") did imi- 
tations ot Mr. Rogers Other 
children's shows did shows 
aDOUl Mr. Rogers 
(W'episode oi Ailliur" has 
a cartmn \ersion oi Mr Kivger- 
\ isjting Arthur's house. Arthur 
is embarrassed biv.iu^1 he d.<es 
not want his 8-year-old friends 
thinking he watches a "baby 
show '" Mr Rogers tells Arthur 
that it's OK to feel thai w.i\ 
Then all of his friends tome o\«i 
to meet ME Roosts 
People who met fad R- 
viv he was as nice in person as he 
appeaa\l in his iteighborhuxl 
I >nce, while he was giving a 
speech, Mr. Rogers asked the 
audiancc to be wry quiet tor 
one minute. 
Think of someone you liked 
who is gone now, he and. 
lust remember them, he said, 
for a moment. 
NEW EXCHANGE PROGRAMS AVAILABLE 
BEGINNING FALL 2003 
www.jmu.edu/international 
Ofwoae Course, 0fifae-/'nQ>s 
A SWfcV    Education 
Communication Sciences 
integrated lecknocoaics 
Economics 
Irvlu'ce on a uffltt e&cUnpe, &oa wit 
pap room and ioafd'to tie overseas 
institution wkicipavint tuition at 
Most tf the universities offer courses In English! 
nustracia 
Finland 
ocoeden 
fcnwand 
u&ina 
Indonesia 
Japan 
/Corea 
Spain 
TTanfios-tfi 
Yo*r nd W* 
flr*«ze MwrfjW 
Dine-In or 
Carry-Oul 
Cocktails 
Catering 
WcSpcciah/c if 
•Cantonese 
■SMoheun 
•Mandarin Cuisine 
For Further Info 
contact Cheryl Tobler 
Assistant Director, 
International Programs 
toblerca @jmu. edu 
568-6273 
Lunch and Dinner 
Buffet Everyday 
We always use the freshest ingredients. 
Lunch: Mon.- Fri. $5.25, Sat & Sun. $6.25 
Dinner: Mon. - Thurs. $7.95, Fri. - Sun. $8.95 
OPEN 
Sunday-Thursday 
ll.00a.m- 10 pin 
Fnday & Saturday 
I 1:00 a.m.- 11 p.m. 
i«. .•■« 
- 
□Mfi 
J— 
I    Ujrtr V 
*•«! IM - 
(540)564-1810 
(540)564-1922 
For Delivery, 
call Dinner to Go) 
438-9993 
1790, #120 E. Market St. ' Harrisonburg, VA 22801 ' (Nexl lo Kroger) 
Jtftf 
loihua Wilton Home Inn & Reitaurant 
Serving Easter Brunch 
12:00 -4:00pm 
Sunday, April 20th 
Reservation! Required 
The Joshua Wilton House 
<•• Exciting cuisine using the 
freshest local ingredients 
•* Homemade breads and desserts 
>•• Award-winning wine Ust 
—■Ala carte menu with 
entrees starting at $13 
*a- Exquisite food and 
impeccable service 
<* Outdoor dining available, 
weather permitting 
» Reservations recommended 
OPEN FOR DINNER: 
Tue-Thu 5-9; Fri-Sat 5-10 
MINUTES FROM I Mil 
Directions: 4U South Main St., 
Harrisonburg. Virginia 
5«-434-**M or 1-888-2WII.TON 
I- r.-f J» "?* fffft?*1 W " fin" ''X'" 
Campbell Street* 
www.joghuawilton.coin 
SPORTS I- Dukes bite Hoyas Women's tennis tops Georgetown University to move above .500 on the season. 18 
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"I think the girls are getting more 
confident inside." 
KENNY BROOKS 
women's basketball interim coach 
SOFTBALL — 
drops 
two games 
it Dixie 
'lassie 
lost     two     games 
laturday and had two games 
kined out on Sunday at the 
lixie Classic in Norfolk. 
I Saturday, JMU lost 8-5 to 
orfolk State University and 4-2 
t Radford University. Against 
lorrolk State, i 
;Dukesfell 
hind 7-0 in 
first | 
ling before 
:>homore 
it-handed 
cher lean I 
Classic 
Saturday 
|Ml 
was 
•to record 
out. 
nley fell to 
the 
Norfolk St. 
gainst 
I ford .1 
found 
f down 3-1 
:il\ K inu- 
ring   two I 
ft in the top of the fifth inning 
lit the Highlanders' lead to 3- 
Freshman   first   baseman 
an Smith and junior third 
nan Kara Schwind each 
; in runs for the Dukes. 
J returns to action March 
li   a  double  header   ,il 
' University. 
[BASEBALL — 
feekend 
series 
postponed 
PUmond Dukes wak 
ivithC anisiusCollege 
poned because of snow. 
^f this season, has had 
games .ii;.iinst Wake Forest 
Vanderbilt 
Universiu u-orge Washington 
University ilnu Radford 
UruVerMt\ postponed because 
of tack-nun! weather 
BU's next game is sched- 
uled toi March 4 at the 
UBfcwrsity of Virginia 
—from staff report* 
JHE 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Dukes making run into CAAs 
With one game left to 
play, JMU has won 10 
of its last 13 games 
I'HKIS I AH/H-V .... 
Sophomore center Krystal Brooks shoots a layup over 
Candtce Ptielps Thursday during JMU • 84 68 win over 
Virginia Commonwealth University's 
the Rams. Brooks scored 17 points. 
BY DREW WILSON 
sports editor 
On senior day at the 
Convocation Center, senior 
forward Shanna Price scored 
20 of her 24 points in the sec- 
ond half, but it wasn't enough 
to carry JMU past the 
University of Delaware, as 
the Dukes lost, 75-64 Sunday. 
The Dukes led 33-31 at half- 
time, but the Blue Hens used a 
13-6 run early in the second 
half to take command 44-39. 
Delaware built its lead up to as 
many as 13 points in the sec- 
ond half and JMU was never 
able to recover. 
For the Dukes, it is their 
first home loss since the season 
opener Nov. 22, 2002. against 
Tulane University. 
Thursday night, the Dukes 
eased past Virginia 
Commonwealth University, 
84-68 at home. 
With VCU's best player, for- 
ward Krishne Austgulen. 
injured, JMU took advantage of 
the Rams in the paint in the sec- 
ond half. The Dukes also out- 
rebounded the Rams 26-9 after 
halftime, something that was a 
concern at the half after the 
Dukes got out-rebounded them- 
selves, 19-10 in the first half. 
"That's what we stressed at 
halftime — rebound, rebound, 
rebound," sophomore for- 
ward Lynn Liburd said. "That 
was our point of emphasis in 
the second half." 
That rebounding edge in the 
second half helped the Dukes 
start to pull away Midway 
through the second half, JMU 
led by as many as 12 points. 
With si* minutes to play, a 
basket by Candice Phelps cut 
the lead to 58-52. But the 
Dukes responded, pushing the 
game out of reach in the final 
four minutes. 
"I thought the difference in 
the game was that we couldn't 
control the boards," VCU 
coach David Glass said. 
Suiul.n 
Delaware 
The Dukes relied on their 
post-game a little more than 
usual with red-shirt senior 
guard Jody LeRose still side- 
lined with an illness. LeRose, a 
perimeter threat, has missed 
the last tour games. 
"I think the girls are get- 
ting more confident inside," 
interim coach Kenny Brooks 
said. "The 
perimeter 
players are 
getting 
more confi- 
dence in the 
post play- 
ers. They're 
looking to 
throw the ball inside more. 
LeRose's absence, along 
with Price's first-half foul trou- 
ble, forced senior guard Jess 
Cichowicz to play almost the 
entire game. Brooks said he 
didn't want to play Cichowicz 
that many minutes since she 
was battling a knee injury she 
suffered last weekend. 
"I thought she did a great 
(ob playing extra minutes after 
having oft a week," Brooks 
said. "I thought she'd be rusty." 
Cichowicz finished with 6 
points and 11 assists. Price 
led the Dukes offensively 
with 19 points. 
In the post, sophomore 
center Krystal Brooks poured 
in 17 points, while Liburd 
added a career-high 16 
points. Senior forward 
Nadine Morgan also scored in 
double figures with 13 points. 
The Dukes have one more 
regular season game — 
Thursday at Drexel University 
— before heading into the 
Colonial Athletic Association 
Tournament. 
"We   just   want   to   be 
Slaying as well as we can 
eading into  the tourna- 
ment," Price said. 
With a win over Drexel, 
JMU would lock up the 
fourth seed in the CAAs. 
I PEN IS MIGHTIER 
IORDAN 
y i 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
JMU falls against W&M 
The Dukes had their 
three-game winning streak 
snapped, falling to the 
College of William & Mary, 
75-72 Saturday in 
Williamsburg. 
All.r JMU took a 70-64 
lead with just under eight 
minutes remaining, the 
Tribe closed the game on an 
11-2 run. 
W&M's defense held the 
Dukes (12-16, 8-10 in the 
Colonial Athletic Association) 
scoreless over the last five 
minutes and 49 seconds. 
Senior guard David 
Fanning led JMU with 24 
points and 
nine assists 
while Tribe 
forward 
Adam Hess 
led all scor- 
ers with 29 
points. 
With the 
loss, the 
Dukes now are forced into play- 
ing in one of the two play-in 
games at the CAA Tournament, 
March 7-10 in Richmond 
Saturday 
JMU 
72 
IV&M 
A W&M loss today at the 
University        of North 
Carolina-Wilmington means 
JMU would own the seventh 
seed and play tenth-seeded 
Towson University Friday at 
7:30 p.m. 
A Tribe win would give 
the Dukes the eighth seed 
and a matchup with ninth- 
seeded Hofstra University at 
5 p.m. Friday. 
Last   season   the   Dukes 
won the play-in game before 
losing in the second round. 
—from staff reports 
LACROSSE 
Dukes destroy Lafayette 
(iRAPHK  HYSARAH STASH'// «rupfnr 
There is absolutely no ques- 
tion that Los Angeles 
lakers guard Kobe Bryant 
is the best player in the National 
Basketball Association right 
now. From his nightly high-wire 
act to his uncanny knack for 
being able to take over a game 
in crunch time, Bryant KM 
proven himself to be the pre- 
mier player in basketball today. 
Some would even go as far to 
call him "Jordan-esque" in mak- 
ing comparisons to current 
Washington Wizards and former 
Chicago Bulls guard Michael 
Jordan. The question though, is 
Bryant at age 24 better than 
lordan .it age 24. II s .ii los« i n i 
but I give the edge to Jordan for 
three primary reasons. 
o 
ftfrftjMffKHOs HN JlkKI I ODklM ss 
Hirst and foremost are the 
shear numbers. Bry.int i1- IW 
aging 30.H points this season, 
pulling down ————»^— 
nr.irlv seven 
rebounds and 
dishing out 
jus! 0W si* 
■MeM whm 
getting 2 M 
■toalf per 
game Bryant 
also is shoot- 
ing 45.5 per- 
cent fmm the 
field this sea- 
son These a re      
prettv  BOOd  numbers for I 2-1 
ve.ir OH 
lonUn'i number! though, 
were slightly better at the same 
DAN 
BOWMAN 
AND RON tWmWPhUiilelpha hu,mtrr 
tm In the 1987-'88 season "His 
Aimess" averaged 35 points, 55 
rebounds, SM assists and 3,16 
steals per name on his way to 
the first of his five NBA Most 
Valuable Player awards. The 
number that stands out the most 
to me though, is th.it Jordan shot 
just under 54 percent that sea- 
son A shooting guard nver.iy, 
ing 35 points on 54 percent 
shooting is seemingly unheard 
i>l in today's game. Jordan was 
able to do it night in and night 
out on the league's best players. 
This leads me to my next point. 
The talent level of the NBA 
i learh h.is ^onc down over the 
past decade.  Bryant may be 
see BRYANT, page 18 
Saturday 
Lafayette 
\KH PAT\:RSl)MI\Itirt tlfuxoitniptur 
Senior Lisa Stawtt, right, scored five (oak) In the Dukes- home open- 
er win over Lafayette College Saturday at Brideeforth Stadium. 
BY JOHN BASCOM 
contributing writer 
In their first game of the sea- 
son, the Dukes stomped the 
Lafayette i 
C o I i e g e [ 
Leopards, 20-1 
1. Junior Gail 
Decker led I 
the way with 
five goals and 
three assists. 
The Dukes I 
proved that their preseason rank 
of 15th was not a fluke by dom- 
inating all 60 minutes of play 
Saturday JMU outscored the 
Leopards 14-0 in the first half 
behind the strength of three 
goals from both Gail Decker and 
senior I jsa Staedt. Decker also 
had all three of her assists in the 
first 20 minutes of play. 
"Personally. I felt that having 
see JMU, page 18 
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JMU: 
key in 
JMV, from pggt \ 7 
nine different Wttwctefl put thf 
ball in the back of the net in 
Saturday's game meant that we 
wen* all on the same page and 
working wvll together" lXxrker 
•rid   i waegltd lo get a couple 
assists, because in my book, 
they are better than goals. 
Staedt said her performance 
was a tribute to how well the 
team played together. 
"I cttdn'1 do anything that 
anyone else didn't do." Staedt 
said. "We all worked together 
Personally I |ust hope I am con- 
stantly stepping to be a leader 
tor this (earn 
TTv Dukes continued their 
SPORTS 
Consistency 
first victory 
domination into the second half, 
as Decker and Staedt aadl 
added two motv goals a piece. 
JMU extended its lead to 2(M> 
before giving up a late goal 
Lafayette's Jennifer Stone 
ended the shutout with a goal 
with less than two minutes to 
play in the game. Until then, 
freshman goalie Uwy King 
had held the I eopards score- 
less for over 58 minutes on 11 
ihotl on goal. 
JMU's consistent play on 
both sides of the field in their 
lop-sided victory was. accord- 
ing to Staedt. something the 
Dukes needed. 
"We played as a team — 
one unit," Staedt said. "The 
effort and hard work was obvi- 
ous as we were all over ground 
balls, causing turnovers and 
finishing by putting the hall in 
the back oi the net. It was our 
first game, we needed and 
deserved the win for no one 
else but ourselves." 
Decker agreed with 
Stacdt's sentiments. 
"The first game is a test > >l .1II 
the hard work, time and effort 
that the 27 players, three coach- 
es, two managers and our train- 
ers have put in over the past six 
months." Decker said. "With a 
score of 20-1, I would have to 
say that we aced it." 
K£~- 
wflllflV 
WOMEN'S TENNIS- 
*MY PAT! 
Th» Dukes used an offensive onslaught to get by Lafayette College Saturday, winning 20-1. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL- 
NCAA coverage on MTV? 
Pending war could force some cable networks to 
carry NCAA men's basketball tournament games 
■*■   L*AN  I.AESAR the   rrivis "    M,"MAT\IIS   saiH        traHilii-in.-il   roirtui  talm'icii^r BY D C  
St. Louis Post-Dispatch 
NCAA Tournament cov- 
erage on MTV instead of 
CBS? It could happen, CBS 
Sports President Sean 
McManus said. 
If the United States goes 
10 war with Iraq and major 
developments occur during 
the tourney, CBS might pre- 
empt its basketball telecasts. 
If that happens, McManus 
said CBS probably would 
shift the games to MTV, 
VH1 orTNN. 
InON cable networks are 
owned by Viacom, as is CBS. 
"That's a decision you 
have to make at the time of 
t crisi , c anus id. 
"If there is a war going on 
and there are important 
news elements to cover, that 
will take precedent over a 
sporting event." 
The tourney begins in 
full force March 20 and 21 
with lb games each day. 
(That follows what amounts 
to a preliminary-round 
game March 18). 
In other NCAA 
Tournament television mat- 
ters: Thursday and Friday 
night sessions will begin 
shortly after 6 p.m. (Central 
time), a half hour earlier 
than in recent years. The 
move is being made for the 
traditional reason television 
networks rearranges sports 
schedules — ratings. 
McManus said the goal is 
to have the night session end 
before midnight in the 
Eastern time zone. Some late 
games had been dragging on 
later than that in recent sea- 
sons, when viewership lev- 
els drop as people go to bed. 
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar 
will serve as a co-analyst 
with Matt Guokas on the 
first two weekends, working 
with play-by-play broadcast- 
er Dick Enberg. 
They are working together 
on a few games late in the reg- 
ular season. 
BRYANT: Next 'Air 
hasn't reached Jordan 
DAVF KIM/irn**ptutoxruphfi 
Junior Margie Zesinger returns a shot during Saturday's match against Georgetown University. 
Zesinger, Dukes top 
Georgetown Hoyas 
JMU improved to 3-2 on 
the season with a 4-1 win over 
Georgetown University 
Saturday in Bridge-water. The 
Dukes won three out of their 
four singles mjtehes, as well 
as their doubles match. 
Singles victories for JMU 
included top-seeded junior 
Margie   Zesinger  over   the 
Hoyas' Liora (■elhlum, third 
seeded sophomore Kristen 
Veith over Stephanie Sutton, 
and fourth seeded sopho- 
more Rebecca Verderelst 
over Joy Watcharaumnuay. 
Zesinger beat Celblum in 
three sets. 2-6, 7-6, 10-6, 
while Veith and Vanderelst 
each  won  in  straight  sets. 
Veith defeated Sutton 6-2, 6-2 
and Vanderelst        beat 
Watcharaumnuay 6-1, 6-1. 
Senior Shell Grover and 
freshman Kristin Nordstrom 
won their doubles match 
with a score of 8-2 over 
Georgetown's Monisha Ghia 
and Meredith Bumpass. 
— from staff reports 
BKYA.VT, from page 17 
thmwing up 40 point games left 
and right, but take a closer look at 
the quality of the playere he's 
been lighting up. Whik' Btyant 
has been taking it to inexperi- 
enced pups whose idols coming 
out of high school are guys like 
AND1 basketball star "Hot 
Sauce" — a player who probably 
couldn't spell the woid hinda- 
mentals — Ionian, for the most 
part, lit up the fundamentally 
sound players every night. Put 
another way, Bryant merely has 
to deal with Indiana Pacers' coach 
Isaiah Thomas' mock version of 
the old Detroit Pistons' "Bad 
Boy" teams of the late 1980s. 
Jordan had to face the actual "Bad 
Boys," led by Thomas, former 
Piston's center Bill I .imlxvi and 
former Piston's forward Dennis 
Rodman. Bryant likely would 
have been able to hold his own 
against those teams, but not to the 
extent Ionian did. 
Last but not least is the quali- 
ty level of the teams each has 
played for. Bryant has the luxury 
Despite not quite being 
Jordan-esque, at 
least Bryant is carrying 
Jordan's passed 
torch with some class. 
of a quality center in Shaquille 
O'Neal, not to mention good role 
players around him such as 
guard Bryan Shaw and forwards 
Robert Horry and Rick Fox, to 
name a few. While Shaw, Horry 
and Fox may not sound like 
superstar names at the outset, 
remember that Shaw is a capable 
shooter who had previously 
been to the NBA Finals with the 
Orlando Magic in 1995 and 
Horry already had two champi- 
onships under his belt ('94 and 
'95) with the Houston Rockets 
apparent' 
's level yet 
before coming to the Lakers. Fox 
carried the bulk of the scoring 
load in the mid-1990's for the 
Boston Celtics before signing 
with LA. in 1997. 
Comparatively around the 
same time in Jordan's career, 
former Bulls' forwards Scottie 
Pippen and Horace Grant 
both were rookies and prior 
to that, other role playing 
scrubs Jordan previously had 
carried to the playoffs includ- 
ed forwards Brad Sellers and 
Dave Corzine, as well as an 
aging George "Iceman" 
Gervin past his prime. Not 
exactly a talent-laden team. 
Despite not quite being 
Jordan-esque, at least Bryant 
is carrying Jordan's passed 
torch with some class. He's 
just the type of player the 
league needs right now — 
just as Jordan was nearly two 
decades earlier. 
Dan Bowman is a senior SMAD 
major who, as a New York Knicks 
Jan. experienced Hie urrath of Jordan 
first hand with regularity. 
Write for sports. Contact Drew or Dan at x8-6709 or 
send an e-mail to breezesports@hotmail.com. 
Are you computer sawy? 
The Breeze is still hiring. 
Web Positions available, 
PLEASE SUBMIT 
cover letter 
resume 
5 samples (if possible) 
£     to Drew Wilson, editor in chief 
by Wed., March 5 
CLASSIFIEDS 
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I       FOR RENT 
ebeth Street • 5 bedrooms. 
*». hardwood HOOTS. Ethernet. 
ippaences Can 568-3068. 
I Large 1 Bedroom Apartments • 
I good location, available 7/1 or 
I 8/17. »370. Call 433-1569. 
Walk   1    2   Block   to   C-.ri.Dii. 
I Apartments for rent, groups of 4 
I Private perking. 10 W Grace St. 
I CaH Hurl. 574-3057. 
[ 4 Bedroom TewRhevae 
Oaths, apphancet, Madison Manor. 
I pool, tennis   Available August 1, 
434 3700. 
Naga Heed • Student summer 
rentals. Call 252 255 6328 or 
I aeabreefenaitf.com. 
•WANTED* 
()nc more roommaic fot 2003 
2004 WC have » people in a 4 
bedroom lownhi U 
location. Always maintained 
Many curds. Excellent landlord 
>23.Vmu  Call 
4.U-8421 (or more information 
Superior Sound Custom Speaker 
■ei . for Jeep Wrangler 97-03. 2 
10" )l audio subwoofera. Call 
574 1127. 
Sahara lutpreia '98 • AW0. 5 
speed, cassette/air. 169K miles. 
S2.495 Call 433-4723 
3 Bedroom Heuee - good location. 
W/D available 8/17/03. S675. 
Can 4331569 
2W w. w«te. - 3 bedroom yen 
parking, storage, June 1. *750 
8/9-9947 
Heuae ■ 1250' 
person. 2 kitchens. 2 baths Call 
4388800 
3 or 4 Bedroom House 
Good ncightxKtKKkl dote lo 
campus Washer/dryer included 
June 'IB - June '04 lease. 
S250/panoB CBI433-03N 
day; or 432-1589. evening 
He* Large 1 Bit Apartments - A, 
appliances, available August. 
S455 4331569. 
W/D. available 8/17/03. S410 - 
$445 Call 4331569 
i Mt. View Ditve TH - 5 bedrooms. 
furnished. Ethernet, walking 
distance. S230/mo. One veer leeae 
(8/03   8/04) 7034505008 
MovlegyUvkig Oft Campus? . i 
web jmu.edu/c<a/latlng».htm. jMU's 
official sfl« Ax offeampus housing. 
roommates, furniture   Alto great for 
adverting subtots/rentats 
Ills south Mala ■ 5 bedrooms. 
basement. DSL. June, year lease. 
across from campus. SI.375. Call 
4384] £4 
S2GS per person in 6uml student 
I building. Fully equipped with   15 
| bath. W/D. A/C. D/W and large 
living   and dtnmg rooms.   Call 
564-2659 www castieprope'iy.com 
C Rn. a.to gi M 
WE HAVE 
PROPERTY AT: 
WESTPORT VILLAGE 
HUNTER'S RIDGE 
DEVON LANE 
MASON STREET 
LIBERTY STREET 
J-M'S 
OLD SOUTH HIGH 
EAST & WEST MARKET 
HIGH STREET 
1-2-3-4 OR 5 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS 
2-3-4 BEDROOM 
HOUSES 
ALL WALKING 
DISTANCE TO JMU! 
NO BUS RIDE! 
Kllne-Rlner Rentals 
438-8800 
brand new 3 bedroom townhouse 
with 2 car garage. W/D. A/C. 
terrace with view of downtown 
Harrlsonrxirg. On JMU bus route. 
1500 plus 1/2 of utilities. Call 
4335383 
FOR SALE 
Great Clothe* for Spring Break! 
Gift 4 Thrift, 22/N   Main 
Tkee and Rene Far tafet 5 Super 
Swamper        TSl/SX tires. 
30X11.50X15 70% tread. Five AR 
767 wheels 15X8. New tires and 
rims. Call 574-1127. 
2000 Honda CflftCOO now UtM 
S5.000. o.b.o Call 271-1089 
http://cob jmu edu/bike 
Mac 06 S.« • 160 MB Quicken. 
Appleworks. Encyclopedia. Adobe 
Page. S375. Call 879-9947. 
199J   JH»P   Wrangler       b   c,i 
manual. A/C. greenAan. 52.000. 
Call 5741127 
199B Toyota Caeary • 4 door". 
power doors, locks. 10 disc CD. 
keyless entry, great condition. 
S5.000. Call 437 5508 
Scanner MP3 Player Epson 
12000 USB manner. S50: Hip Z« 
MP3 player. 240 MB. 1100 Can 
Kurt. 5686952 (days). 
IBM feyeta 4 Runner oadod 
brush and grill guard, leather. 
sunroof, mu« CD changer. 119.000 
miles, one owner. 110,900. Call 
574-2321 
1993 BMW 32 M 
stick shift. ASS. Sunroof. 155.000 
mostly highway miles   vr, nice car 
for on* 17.499 4351019. 
I nil linn Summer 
Nanny Wanted 
KM 2 hoys (4 and 7i in Northern 
Virginia. Must ha*c OB n car 
I ivc-in..pn.vn it 
Call Mary rose. 
1   tOOUtm.Kl HKWI 
($9.00/hr.) for art classes Tuesdays 
and Thursdays. 10:45 a.m. 2.15 
pin Other times available Contact 
Enn at 4334043 for information o< 
to apply 
lifeguards   Wanted  -   in   North 
V.   ■   ■     ■■■        I        ',        ,,;-!■,        \;     . 
tv»x nsP%Ht0mata.mm 
SI.500 Weakly Potential 
our circulars Free information   Can 
2036830202. 
Fraternities • Sororities 
Clubs • Student Groups 
EamS1.000-S2.000ihiN 
semester with a proven 
Campus Fundraiser 3 hour 
fund raising event 
(hir pregraan etak* had 
raklag r**> with ae risk*. 
Fund nuang dam are rilling quKkly 
so get »ith the program1 tt wort* 
Conuct t ampu* Fundraiser 
•I MUM)?! 1331,01 vi-n 
HUH paVBMejjgjNB 
tick af TarrlMa Deejays? Call 
Mn Master Mike's Enterlainment. 
4429097. 
Hewtruj a Party? I .pwwred dance 
club style DJ available. Call DJ 
DimiUius (JMU Student) 434-2560. 
Only 110/hr.' All equipment 
ajovW i 
■ For more Information and 
assistance regarding the «weet«atior 
of financing business oppor 
tunnies, conuct the Better Business 
Bureau. Inc. 1800-5335501. 
.sunchase.com 
l.soo.sracHin 
miim-im 
SUPER SPECIAIS.'.'.' 
Cancun 
ACCESS TO A PC? 
Put it lo work1 
EamttOO UMO 
FTA^T Month 
laical inlmin* 
Rida>. Match 7.900**.- I!.tt)p.m. 
Ml Wil/ak.7<7.M«4nM 
Summer Job - Massenurten River 
Advertures. Inc. MRA Is seeking 6 
8 men and woman for the canoe. 
kayak, tubing and rock climbing 
2003 season. MRA is located 
across from Massenutten Resort 
Employees must be motivated, 
enthusiastic, self-managed, and 
good driving record. CD* and CPR 
are a plus. Carl 2894066 or email 
UtajBBfi .•i»r->'..--:1Ki DM 
www CANO€4U com 
VW Cakrlo 1997 - CD. AM/FM. 
power kicks/steering, new belts 
and spark plugs, good condition. 
19.500 Ca» Devon, 4386502 
Sarwner Jobs at the Beach ''ic 
Outer Banks of North Carolina. 
Please visit wwy.mv.iuih com and 
click on 2003 employment 
information. 
Only $15 lo run >our 
"For Sale" ad for the rest 
of the semester or until 
your item sells 
(whichever comes firstl! 
fW*l now through 
Ma\ I 2003 and only applies to 
advertising in the "For SaV" 
■. B ■    \tt >' ■ < ■ ■   -  20 M iN ■ 
or less Offer applies to 
tmt onl>   Retail 
Horn .ind businesses do not 
ouaUV lot this special offer 
All ads ate subaxi to 
BreeT approval 
Call 568-6127 
for more information. 
IIOKI/.OM   Wll'S 
compassionate, motivated 
indiudual luAmy lor I lie 
iM'IKII vi in Mn ram i 
If SB, then llnri/i-n Camps il the 
place for you Hcri/un Camps is 
madeupollWnrisl \MHMr 
co-cd summer caiv.p 
\M\/I\<,.UI1 M VOrll <*tt 
INI UDDU I id^ ranging in 
W 13. Located m NY, 
■ 
i ihe an-ii» of group 
leading, alhlcta v iliciieiun* 
water nponv. ouldtior education, 
and tn much more For more 
^formation and to u«npletc an 
apnucaiion pkas<- 
H-ww.hoHzonvamps.i'om 
I-80O-544-M4K 
l>ove Musk aad Arts? 
Looking for a 
Fun Summer Job? 
Wolf Trap Fuundatinn. Vienna. 
■ I | .ii'i'ik.im- fi | 
Driven.; MUM he 18 years or 
older and have a clean driving 
record. Appro*. 50 hours per 
week. $7.2Vhou; H 
Mui. he 21 or *4der $775rriour. 
Ticket Srrvlcea: Boxoftiec 
pcrvunnel     -    ■ 
sejrvtci experience helpful   Pay 
rate Mails at $7 2Vhour. 
FiNKt/CosK-rwiiiini: MQBl N 
16 or older. l'.i> i.iic SI.UK 
at S6.0uVnour. 
Mt)KKOI1H>RTlNrriKS! 
I«>r uetaih. conlaci infiwmali** 
and an applicalion, visit 
Wf ut>lftrap«*gorcall 
70$-355-I9Qt 
Scliedulc and hours vary 
with position 
Wolf Trap is NOT 
Metro accessible. 
ACAC Is Seeking Committee 
Summer Camp Covnaelers - for 
June 2 August 23. Counselors 
can earn from $6 50 $9.00/hour. 
depending on eipenence. If you 
are creative, exciting and 
energned. than ACAC has an 
opportunity lor you Fulltime with 
benefits) For more information 
please call Adam. 434-817 1747. 
Bartender Trainees Needed - 
S2S0/dey potential. Local positions. 
1-800-2933985. e.t. 215 
Make a Difference Thle Summer 
while having the lime of your life 
Counselors end activity leaders 
needed to work at summer campus 
for children and adults with 
disabilities. Campus located near 
Richmond and Roanoke. Virginia 
Camp season: early June mid 
August. Visit our website at 
www va.easter aeals org/richrnond 
or call 804 6339865 
■h   Vacations! 
Bahamas, anc 
«s, best hotels 
1
 is limited! Hur 
1800234 700' 
Dot JBm Ml Bmkoaam 97 
Jamaica 
Vt'inr'f Inn $• 
BsrBKtm W 
ihUilmmi-" 
%fi» 
Acapulco & mhkrn/is 
am am   BBSS     gfj   ItO1. Boit Price Guarantee"' 
lit 118002347007 
m wrw. *>( I nf Breokt revel, con 
1   800-678 6386 
Baas* i Major Needed - to work 
Fridays and Saturdays for office 
and outside duties. Must be 
available for full time m summer 
Located <n city and could lead lo 
fufttime employment on graduation 
Oood telephone and computer 
skills a must 4331234. 
Earn Up to SBOO Per Week 
assembling products at home No 
eipenence into. 19856461/00. 
Dept   WV4806. 
(ages 6. 3 1/2, 2 year old twins) 
needs cbiidcare in our home 
Monday Friday. 800 ajn 4O0 pm 
Will consider 2 people to share job 
(MWF. T/TH). Must have   own 
bvmporisejori and raBjaaaoBg Cat 
Kathy at 433-9503 for more info. 
Wartstaff Needed • Apply at less 
Lunch. Hmng for all shifts Looking 
for people to work Spring Break 
Freshmen, Sophomores and 
Juniors preferred. 
ICES 
PERSONALS 
Bartender Trainees Needed • $250 
a day potential Local positions. 
CMI 1800293 3965. ext. 613 
Skydlve' 
skydives from 2 1/2 miles upl 
22 lumper aircraft   JMU student 
discounts!   Call 1677 3483759 
1877 DIVESKY) 
www.akytjtvaorange com 
Punctuation grammar Ml* U*A 
Elisabeth Simmons. 540672 5758 
cornmasruseH arthiink. net 
Sun Splash Tours 
1.800.426.7710 
wwv/.sumplaihtours.com 
AD\ KRTISE IN 
THE BBEEZE 
CLASSIFIED ADS! 
s> OOfenhtSnl io»onh 
S2.00rorcjchadd'l lOwords 
111,^1 .i.l. .ire SI" inch 
You may c-m.ul vuur id to 
Ihc hrcc/c <i linn clu 
Mow accepting 
credit cards!! 
VKHH M.ISICI l ard 
Call today 
lo place your ad! 
568-6127 
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I. Pack clothes        /%* 
I Pick up plane tickets 
I. Confirm hotel reservations 
1. Take pets to parents' house 
^^ 5. Stop by SUNCHASE 
to sign my new lease 
Don't wait till it's too late, 
enjoy your spring break 
with one less worry on 
your mind. Hurry in, 
only a limited number 
of spaces remain. Also 
ask about our current availability. 
• 1 Bedroom, 1 Bathroom Uivic'jaly Leased 
• Phenomenal Pool & Sunbathing Area 
• Fully Equipped Fitness & Business Center 
• Superior State-oHhe-Art Clubhouse 
• Conveniently Close to Campus 
442.4800 
www.sunchase.net 
